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4.  Catalogo Dei Libri Italiani Dell’ 
Abbuonamento Alla Lettura Presso Pietro 
Marietti Libraio, in contrado di Po, primo 
isola sotto i postici vicina al No. 48. presso 
L’Universita in Torino.  
[Torino i.e. Turin]: [s.i], 1831.
8vo, 20cm, [4], 32 p., headpieces of repeated 
typographic ornament, small decorative twin-
pointed decorative endpieces, preface “Condizioni 
d’Associazione” pirnted in italic type. Original 
printed wrappers, upper cover title within 
scrollwork frame.
An unusual survival of a subscription lending 
library catalogue issued by the Italian bookseller, 
Pietro Marietti. Divided into categories of history; 
biography; education, literature & poetry; theatre 
and a lengthy novels category, the catalogue 
offers some 1000 books for loan together 
with a four page section of rules and prices for 
subscriptions and offers a valuable insight into 
contemporary reading habits. A good copy (light 
staining throughout, covers creased).  

[Stock ID: 1119]

5.  Catalogue Thornton-Pickard. Photographic 
Specialities 1896.  
Manchester: G.Falkner & Sons.,  [1896].
8vo, 19cm, 40 p., blue tinted text & various photo 
illustrations. Original printed wrappers with b/w 
pictures of a male tennis player (spotting & rust 
marks close to remains of staples; staples rusted 
away and text loose in wrappers with rust marking 
around staple holes).
An extensive priced illustrated advertising 
catalogue for the Manchester based Thornton-
Pickard photographic company which 
manufactured a large range of cameras, shutters, 
speed indicators, plate holders and other related 
photographic equipment and accessories as 
offered here. A good copy.

[Stock ID: 1525]

6.  Chute Et Ruine De Londres Predite Dans 
L’Apocalypse Et Par Des Prophéties 
Anglaises.  
Paris. Lbraire Internationale. Mai 1866.
8vo, 23cm, 32, [23]p. Original yellow wrappers, 
cover title within double rule, extract from Psalm 
126 in Greek printed on title page; bookseller’s 
catalogue on back wrapper, spine and edges 
chipped, wrapper dusty, front cover partly 
detached.
Only edition of this rare and odd little tract 
documenting various PROPHESIES OF THE 
DESTRUCTION OF LONDON AND ENGLAND. 
The anonymous author cites various Biblical 
and other sources and manipulates numbers to 
show that the fall of the Papacy was imminent. 
He reprints the whole of Revelations Chapter 18 
and adds excerpts from eight English prophets 
who “unequivocally” predicted the destruction 
of London. Each of these sections has a half 
title and brief text. Among the English prophets 
are William Lilly (title only, no text),  “Baby’s 
Prophesie” [not further identified] with a curious 
illustrated chronology to the end of the papacy, 
Henry of Huntingdon, and Cadwallader. Only copy 
located is at Oxford.

[Stock ID: 703]

7.  Contre-Poison Du Fanatisme, Ou Dialogue 
Entre Le Pere Gérard Et Son Ci-Devant Curé, 
Sur La Religion D’Aprés La Constitution 
Civile Du Clergè; A l’usage des Personnes 
de la Campagne Par M.D.J.R.C de St.M de C.  
[s.l.]: [S.i.], L’An IV De La Liberté i.e. 1795.
8vo, 22.5cm, [2],26 p., untrimmed, printed on blue 
paper. Recent quarter cloth & marbled boards, 
leather spine label (chipped).
Rare French pamphlet in the form of a dialogue 
between Le Pere Gerard and Le ci-devant Curé 
intended to attack the contemporary growth 
of religious fanaticism to the benefit of regular 
country folk to avoid the bad faith and lack 
of support from the clergy. Ex-libris Guillaume 
Bodinier, French historical and portrait painter, 
Angers, France. Not located in the online union 
catalogues.  

[Stock ID: 1095]

1.   Auli Gellii noctes atticae. Lucidiores redditae, 
tum collatione veterum exemplarium, tum 
innumeris emendationibus ac coniecturis 
insigniorum aetatis nostrae criticoru[m]: cum 
quinque indicibus perutilibus ac necessariis. 
Addita est praetereà interpretatio  
Genevae i.e. Geneva: Apvd Ioan. Tornarsivm i.e 
Jean de Tournes, 1621.
16mo, 12cm, [8ff.],689 p.,[62ff + last leaf blank], De 
Tournes printers title device, printed in attractive 
italic & Roman type, engraved scrollwork 
headpieces and initial letter. Contemporary 
vellum (patches of discolouration to lower board), 
remains of leather ties, edges sprinkled black.
An attractive copy of the last De Tournes edition 
of the Attic Nights of the second century Roman 
praetor, Aulus Gellius. The work is a compilation 
of recorded speech and readings on everything 
from grammar and antiquities to philosophy, law 
and history. A very good copy (printing flaw to 
several leaves causing rucking & occasional loss to 
blank lower margin; occasional shaving to index 
headlines).  

[Stock ID: 1106]

2.  [Bound Collection Of Seals, Stamps & 
Monograms].  
[UK]:  [1880s-1940s].
12mo, 16.5cm, c.38ff (of which c.5 blank), 
interleaved with pink blotting paper. Original 
ribbed plum morocco boards (thin white paint 
strip towards head of lower board), flat spine 
(some loss of leather at head).
Probably compiled in the 1940s, this large 
collection of some 500 late Victorian and early to 
mid-20th century seals, monograms, garter logos, 
embossed and printed stamps, features examples 
ranging from those of British Royalty and nobility 
to foreign embassies, the armed forces, railway 
companies, gentleman’s clubs and British political 
establishments such as the House of Lords and the 
Treasury. Some 90 examples of seals are present. 
Such collections are not often seen on the market.  

[Stock ID: 2047]

3.  [BROADSIDE]. Prospetto Istorico biografico 
Genalogico Della Cospicua Famiglia Pecci 
Donde Discende L’Attuale Sommo Pontefice 
Papa Leone XIII.   
Roma i.e. Rome: Tipografia Editrico Romana, 
[1878?].
Single sheet, 90 x 65cm, printed on one side, text 
within double rule border with decorative corner 
and side ornaments.
A very clean, well printed broadside genealogy 
of the Pecci family on thick paper showing the 
forebears of Vincenzo Gioacchino Raffaele Luigi 
Pecci, Pope Leo XIII. Pecci was appointed pope in 
1878 and this broadside was printed as the result 
of this. It depicts a family tree begnning with 
Pasquale Pecci in 1582 who was later to become 
head of the church of Saint Nicholas in Carpineto, 
Constantinople and ending in 1878. Compilers 
involved in production are listed at head.
A very good copy (small splits to centre folds).  

[Stock ID: 2001]
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11.  FOSTER, PORTER & CO. FANCY HOSIERY 
LONDON.   
[London]: [s.i.], [c.186-?].
Single sheet, thin card, plate mark 15 x 11cm, 
image of triskelion with a globe with company 
initials at centre with three legs wearing different 
hand-coloured stockings - red and black stripe, 
black & white tartan and royal blue. the whole 
within a double rule frame with decorative 
rose cornerpieces and titling above and below 
triskelion.
FOSTER, PORTER, & CO., manufacturers of silk, 
thread, gloves, hosiery, bandannas, shirts, dresses, 
ribbons, trimmings and parasols, occupied 
premises at Wood Street, London. The company 
exhibited at both Great Exhibitions at their 
prime maintained a separate establishments 
in Nottingham and London. The company was 
established in the 1830s and seems to have traded 
until the 1980s. A very good copy (additional 
single rule ink border to plate; light spotting).

[Stock ID: 1988]

12.  Georgius Miseratione Divina S.R.E. Presbyter 
CARDINALIS CORNELIUS Episcopus 
Patavinus, Comesque Saccensis, & c.  
[Padua]  June 1698
Single sheet, 415 x 300mm, part printed form 
in red and black and completed in manuscript, 
large engraved bishops arms of Giorgio Cornaro, 
embossed seal.
Attractive ordination certificate issued by Cardinal 
Cornelius, bishop of Padua.  

[Stock ID: 934]

13.  Justos Loores y Obsequios Debidos A 
Jorge III. Rey de Inglaterra, y à su General 
Gambier por la destruccion de la Esquandra 
Francesa, y responso por ella, y por el Alma 
del Emperador Napoleon que vá de tumbo; 
con un sufragio gene-ral por ellas. Sonetos 
Acreoticos.  [s.l] [s.i] [c.1809]
8vo, [9], [1 blank] p., title in italic type, disbound, 
recent spine strengthening.
Only edition of these Spanish virulently anti-
French acrostic sonnets composed and printed for 
a patron identified only by initials D.M.B.G.Y.P. 
It describes Admiral James Gambier’s defeat of a 
squadron of French ships which had escaped from 
Brest in April 1809 by using explosion ships to 
drive them aground at Rochefort and attributes it 
almost to an act of Divine punishment. Worldcat 
& CCPB (sole copy Bib. Naccional d’espana); Not in 
Palau or NUC.  

[Stock ID: 605]

1

4.  [La Plus Grande et La Plus complete Des 
Horloges Astronomiques Executée Pour La 
Cathedrale De Beauvais Par A.L.VÉRITÉ est 
actuellment esposee au Palais de L’Industrie 
Pavillion Sud-Ouest Porte No. XVII Champs 
Elysee.  
Paris: Goyer & Hermet, T.P. Dauphine, [186-].
Single sheet, 205 x 140mm, lithographed 
illustration of the astronomical clock.
Advertising handbill, entirely lithographed, by 
the French engineer and clockmaker, Auguste 
Lucien Vérité for his impressive astronomical clock 
constructed and installed at Beauvais Cathedral over 
a period of three years 1865-8 and comprising some 
90, 000 parts including 68 automata. The handbill 
includes opening times and ticket price. A very good 
copy (tear to lower corner; folded for storage).  

[Stock ID: 1571]

15.  Lettera Scritta All’ Illustrssima Signora 
N.N.. Da Un Signore Inglese Sopra La 
Cicisbeatura...In Lucca: Per Giuseppe Rocchi, 
1768 [Bound With] Lettera Seconda Sopra 
La Cicisbeatura Scritta Da Signore Inglese A 
Sua Eccellenza Il Sig. Duca N.N.  
In Firenze i.e. Florence: Per Gio. Batista Stecchi, e 
Anton-Giuseppe Pagani,  1770.
8vo, 21cm, 16p. + 56p., engraved title device, quote 
from Juvenal’s satires in Latin to first title. Recent 
cartonatura, ms paper title label to upper cover.
The practice of a married women maintaining a 
male lover became a commonly accepted practice 
in fashionable circles in Romance countries 
between the 17th and 19th centuries, in Italy 
termed cicisbeo or cavalier servente and in Spain, 
the cortejo or estrecho. Whilst generally thought 
of as a platonic friendship made possible as a 
gift of trust from the husband, it is clear that a 
number of such relationships were more romantic 
in nature, such as one of the more well known 
between Lord Byron and the Contessa Guiccioli.
The first work explores the nature of cicisbeatura 
and provides ten concluding articles for safe 
practice. The second, the rarer of the two, in 
the form of a letter, comments on the work of 
the anglophile, Giuseppe Baretti and Dr Samuel 
Sharp, both of whom had written extensively 
about Italian mores and manners, on this subject 
and particularly about Baretti’s literary treatment 
of the Venetians and attempts to set the matter 
straight. The latter part of the work is of interest 
in that it explores the growing emancipation of 
women in Italy and the perceived result.
A fair copy (head of first three leaves restored 
with loss of six letters of title text; light 
browning to head of page & light scattered 
spotting throughout).  Second work rare outside 
continental Europe: worldcat & COPAC copies 
found at Hesburgh & BL only.

[Stock ID: 2000]

8.  Defensa Legal Por Don Bartholome Dez-
Clapes, Puydorsila, y Suñer de num. 31. 
Contra Don Pedro Gual De num. 28. Sobre 
Vidicasion Del Predio Son Berga, Sito en el 
termino de esta Ciudad.  
Mallorca:  Por Salvador Savali, Impresor. 1798.
Large 8vo, [2], [39], [1 blank] p., Large woodcut 
engraving of the Madonna to title, title within 
ornate rule frame with corner ornaments. 
Disbound, spine strengthened with contemporary 
decorated paper.
Only edition of this printing of the eloquent 
address as part of the legal case of Don Bartholome 
Dez-Clapes & Don Francisco Suñer against Don 
Pedro Gual concerning a property dispute. Not 
located in the online bibliographies.  

[Stock ID: 811]

9.  Extrait Du Catalogue De La Bibliothèque 
Publique. A Usage Des Lecteurs De La 
Bibliothèque Circulante.  
Genève i.e. Geneva: Imprimerie È. Carey, Rue 
Verdaine, 1845.
8vo, 21cm, 48+4p.. Original quarter blue cloth 
with light green paper-covered boards (slight 
soiling), paper shelf-mark label at spine foot.
The present work is a printing of the principal 
works present in the Geneva public library felt 
to be of possible interest to Genevan circulating 
library users and is of some interest as a document 
of contemporary readership tastes either actual 
or ascribed and presumably produced as a 
promotional document.
The work contains lists of works available for 
consultation in categories of literature (including 
English, French, Italian, German, etc.); geography 
and travel; history, moral science, education & 
natural science. A final four page supplement 
contains an extract from the rules of the public 
library. Contact and use guidelines are also given 
on the title page verso. A good copy (scattered 
spotting to title and first three leaves). Appears 
rare outside continental Europe.  

[Stock ID: 1533]

10.  Fior di virtù istoriato utilissimo a’ fanciulli 
e ad ogni fedele cristiano con un capitolo in 
rima di Dante Alighieri alla Beata Vergine. In 
questa ultima impressione corretto su ottimi 
originali, e secondo le regole della moderna 
ortografia; aggiuntivi d  
Bassano: Remondini, 1816.
8vo, 17.5cm, 64p., title within decorative 
ropework border, 36 woodcut text illustrations. 
Contemporary ITALIAN DECORATED PAPER 
BINDING in light orange with repeated touching 
black edged circles with inner concentric rings of 
red and black dots, spaces filled with repeated 
three dots, small circular stamp to base of title.
Penultimate edition of a book that enjoyed a print 
run over various editions of the best part of three 
hundred and fifty years. First printed in Italy in 
the late 15th century, this interesting work offers 
short illustrated contrasting reflections on human 
virtues and vices such as love and envy; joyfulness 
and sadness; peace and anger with reference to 
classical authors.
As an aid to further understanding individual 
virtues and vices are linked to an animal such as 
greed with the toad; generosity with the eagle. 
Each virtue and vice is provided with a educative 
moral outcome. In the case of greed, our greedy 
protagonist, Cremillo of Constanza, is eaten alive 
by rats. Final pages contain Dante’s Orazione 
Alla Beatissima Vergine Maria and Il Pater Noster 
Volgarizzato. A very good copy (light spotting 
throughout). Worldcat locates a sole copy of this 
edition at Hesburgh; 4 copies ICCU; Not in COPAC.

[Stock ID: 1924]

Item 10
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The Third work, by the Humanist Christoph 
Stymmelius, is five act play about dissolute lifestyle 
of students of the period. Two recorded online 
holdings only of this collection (John Rylands & 
Wolfenbüttel).  

[Stock ID: 580]

21.  Nuovo Catalogo Della Biblioteca Circolante 
Lazzaro Papi preceduto dai criteri che hanno 
guidato nella scelta delle materie e dei libri Il 
Consiglio Direttivo La Società Per La Lettura 
Popolare In Lucca.  
Lucca: Tipografia Di B.Canovetti, 1872.
8vo, 20cm, 80 p.. Original printed wrappers 
(wanting upper wrapper & spine cover probably 
from insertion into pamphlet volume).
This catalogue of the Luccan Lazzaro Papi 
circulating library details the basic organisation 
and location of the library and the mission 
statement of the library before more precise 
descriptions of individual literature types followed 
by a short title list of some 1000 books in current 
circulation in the library. A Good copy (one 
gathering almost detached). Worldcat returns a 
sole copy at Rome;Not in COPAC; ICCU sole copy 
(Firenze).  

[Stock ID: 1513]

22.  La Puce de Mme Desroches.  
A Paris: Chez D.Jouet, Imprimeur, 1868.
12mo, 17.5cm, [xii], 122, [2] p., title printed in red 
and black, engraved title device. Original quarter 
brown morocco & marbled boards (corners slightly 
bumped), raised spine bands, small gilt stylised  
flower motifs, red, yellow & green silk marker.
Printed in an edition of 332 copies, this is one of 
15 “sur papier de Chine”. Madeleine des Roches 
and her daughter, accomplished poets in their 
own right, established a literary salon in Poitiers 
in the 16th century which included the humanist 
Estienne Pasquier and poets Scévole de Sainte-
Marthe, Barnabé Brisson, René Chopin, Antoine 
Loisel, Claude Binet, Nicolas Rapin and Odet de 
Turnèbe. The group issued their key work, La Puce 
de Mme Desroches, in 1590 containing various 
collected poems by the group members including 
Mme Desroches and is reissued here in a collectors 
edition with a reprinting of the original title page.  

[Stock ID: 1130]

23.  Raccolta Degli Scritte Del Sig. AB. D. Isidoro 
Bianchi, Regio Professore E Censore In 
Cremona. Proposta Per Associazione Da 
Lorenzo Manini R. Stamp. E Librajo Nella 
Stessa Citta’.  
Cremona: Lorenzo Manini, 1789.
8vo, 17.5cm, 14, [2 blank]p., decorative shadow 
font initial letter. Recent salmon pink wrappers.
An unusual survival of this publishers subscription 
prospectus for a seven volume work,  by the Regius 
professor Isidoro Bianchi, collects his monographs 
from journals and other publications on all from 
the fine arts, education, economics, science, 
epigraphy to antiquities, medals and stones. The 
work is unusual in that all the works are cited with 
first place of publication and date. Subscriptions of 
50 soldi of Milan are solicited for which subscribers 
will receive a free copy. Marginal ms red numbers 
indicate corresponding volume pagination. A very 
good copy (small blank lower margin stain to 
last four leaves). Not located in the online union 
catalogues.  

[Stock ID: 826]

24.  Recverdos De Los Mvertos A Nvestro 
Catholico Rey Phelipe Qvinto Qve Dios 
Prospere Y Gvarde.  
En Pampalona,  Ano 1701.
4to, 20cm, 20 p., title within rule frame with border 
of decorative printers ornaments. Disbound (some 
adhesive residue along upper spine edge).
This Rare Spanish pamphlet, addressed to King 
Philip V Of Spain, gives support and advice 
from historical leaders in the face of the French 
challenge to his throne.  Philip assumed the 
Spanish throne in November 1700 under the terms 
of the will of Charles II of Spain and in the face 
of a significant dispute about Philip’s strength of 
title between French and Austrian Royal families. 
Attempts to manipulate the situation by Louis 
XIV in favour of a King supplied through the 
French Royal family led to the War of the Spanish 
Succession. A fair copy (cropping at head with loss 
to page numbers & part of decorative title border; 
slight shaving to first line of text to three leaves 
& one leaf first line almost cropped). Worldcat 
returns SBB-PK & BNE only.  

[Stock ID: 1183]

16.  List Of Subscribers To The Association 
Established In The Town And Neighbourhood 
Of Stourbridge For The Prosecution Of 
Felons.  
[Stourbridge, Warwickshire, England]  [c.1810]
Manuscript, single sheet written on both sides in 
neat copperplate hand, 390 x 315mm, laid paper, 
Britannia watermark and counter mark RH 1811, 
small tear along fold, old repairs to edges and 
fold, very slight loss of text.
Over 130 individuals and businesses signed 
on to this association and pledged amounts 
ranging from £10 to £105. The list shows the 
first and second instalments paid by some of the 
subscribers. Associations for the Prosecution of 
Felons were very common in 18th to early 20th 
century Britain, before the establishment of police 
forces; G. M. Young in Victorian England: Portrait 
of an Age: estimates that there were 500 such 
in 1840. Typically the funds raised would pay a 
constable and provide a reward for witnesses who 
helped bring offenders to justice for crimes large 
and small. Among those pledging in Stourbridge 
(Worcestershire) was Lord Lyttleton (probably 
William Henry Lyttleton, 3rd Baron Lyttleton, 1782-
1837) and Reverend Joseph Taylor, who became 
minister of the local church in 1808. Several of the 
subscribers’ names can be found in The Commercial 
Directory 1818-19-20, including Francis Rufford & 
Sons (fire bricks--Rufford was later a Conservative 
MP), Sergeant Hornblower (iron master), Thomas 
Wheeley (glass manufacturer), and Henry Jervis 
(toolmaker). Further research surely will reveal 
connections with other local prominent families, 
as well as local farmers.

[Stock ID: 248]

17.  [Manuscript in French with Examples Of 
Letters & Enigme]  
[France?]  c.178-
4to, 16 ff (5 p. blank], disbound (wanting first 2 
leaves). This charming handwritten manuscript 
in attractive decorative script, contains some 25 
letters manuscript copies of letters covering affairs 
of the heart and the epistolary courting of one 
mademoiselle . They are primarily addressed to 
Madame or Mademoiselle with a couple to an 
aunt, cousin or uncle and two enigme at the end.  

[Stock ID: 487]

18.  [Manuscript Scientific Experiment Notes In 
Relation To The Action Of Capillary Tubes].  
[UK]:  [Dated July 1829].
Two leaves, five small pen & ink text illustrations. 
Disbound.
Ten experiments described. References Taylor & 
Phillips The Philosophical Magazine or Annals Of 
Chemistry, Mathematics...(July-December 1829).  

[Stock ID: 1970]

19.  Nota Dei Lavori Della Tipografia Galileiana 
E Per Incidenza Cenni Sull’ Originie Della 
Stampa E Storia Detta Tipografia.  
In Firenze i.e. Florence: Dalla Tipografia Suddetta, 
M.Cellini E.C., 1862.
Fol., 31cm, 68 p., attractive engraved title device 
of the Tipografia Galileiana incorporating two 
medals from the Incorragiamento All’ Industria 
Toscana 1854 and the Paris Espositione Universelle 
1856. Modern wrappers.
Second edition of this 885 item bibliographical 
checklist and history of the 19th century Italian 
press, Tipografia Galileiana. The press was founded 
in 1835 in Florence and produced initially religious 
and scientific books in the history of science and 
social science. The list was expanded over the years 
to include natural science, physics & mathematics, 
medicine & agriculture and eventually up to the 
date of printing, bibliography & journalism. The 
preface also includes a brief history of Italian 
printing. Worldcat locates copies at Strasbourg 
& SBB-PKK; Not in COPAC; ICCU Marucelliana 
only. The First edition is not present in the online 
catalogues. A very good copy. Exlibris bookplate 
of Pieri Gerini to upper wrapper with shelfmark.  

[Stock ID: 1032]

20.  Nugae Venales Sive Thesaurus Ridendi & 
Jocandi [Bound With] Pugna Porcorum Per P. 
Porcium Poëtam.   
[Amsterdam]: Prostant apud Neminem,  1648.
[Bound with] Peerdeklontio, Ignoto i.e. Christoph 
Stymmelius. Studentes Sive Comoedia De Vitâ 
Studiosorum. Alentopholi i.e. Amsterdam. In 
aedibus iberiorico nobilimi. 1647.
12mo, 13.5cm, [4], 252, [14], [2 blank] p. & 71, [1 
blank] p. & [4ff.], A1-C12,D1-4, engraved half-title, 
woodcut title vignette to first two title pages 
& large title device of arabesques to last title, 
decorative floral headpieces and initial letters. 18th 
century sheep (rubbed, four small pinprick worm 
holes to upper fore-edge & lower joint), flat spine, 
double gilt ruled spine compartments with gilt 
thistle cornerpieces and central flower motif, gilt 
hinge edge division of a repeated breaking wave, 
light borwn label with foliage spray cornerpieces, 
later gilt oval ownership device of the Peabody 
Institute Baltimore, 18th century Dutch decorative 
paper pastedowns & endleaves with a red & white 
interlocked circle design (internal hinges cracked).
A rare edition of this of this collection of three 
neo-Latin works on humour. Nugae Venales,  A 
treasury of laughter & Jokes, is a question and 
answer comic dialogue relating to classical Italy. 
Pugna Porcorum (Battle of The Pigs) by Johannes 
Placentius is a lipogrammatic poem composed 
entirely from the letter P and includes satirical 
criticism of some of Placentius’s contemporaries 
by comparision to hogs. 
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30.  Tariffa Del Pedaggio della Città di Brà 
Spettante a S.S.R.M. 
In Torino i.e. Turin:  Stamperia Reale, 1769.
Folio, 31.5cm, 7, [1 blank] p., royal arms of the 
House of Savoy, large decorative initial.
This interesting record of local import taxes 
charged on merchandise entering the city of 
Brà in Northern Italy contains tarrifs charged for 
some ninety items ranging from eels, slaked lime, 
candles, onions, cheese, chestnuts, wool, books 
and paper to shoes, silk & feathers with differing 
prices for different forms.  

[Stock ID: 872]

31.  Trac. De D[e]õ. U[n]õ. D[i]sp[ut]ã[t]o. 
Prõals. De Ti[n]io necessitate p[er].priabus 
et objectd [Including] Epitome Scolastica (sic) 
de Sacratis In Gre. Sacristis.
[England?]  [17th c.?].
8vo, 17cm, 552 p.(wanting p.543-6). Contemporary 
vellum (small circular loss to upper hinge & along 
lower edge and scattered spotting to upper 
board), leather ties (lacking upper tie), recased 
with 18th century printers waste sewing flaps.
A curious item that formed part of Lot 639 in the 
May 2007 Lyon & Turnbull Robert O.Lenkiewicz 
sale. Lenkiewicz, an eccentric artist and lifelong 
bibliophile amassed a large collection of occult 
books that were dispersed in sales at Sotheby’s 
and Lyon & Turnbull.
This work, although continuously paginated, is a 
fair copy of two works. The first, a disputation on 
the idea of the unified god is complete and the 
more significant of the two and the one probably 
of most interest to Lenkiewicz as it includes 
sections on predestination, sensory knowledge of 
god, religious visions and spiritual invocation. The 
second work, lacking three pages, is a standard 
bible commentary with reference to Henry VIII, 
Elizabeth I, Miles Coverdale and others.  No other 
printed or manuscript copies of these works have 
not been located.

[Stock ID: 1460]

32.  A True And Faithful History Of Dick Liver 
And His Steward Sly Showing How Dick Was, 
In Days Of Yore, Tricked Out Of His Estate 
And Mansion House by His Stewards And 
How They Were Restored To Him By The 
King And Parliament.
Liverpool: Egerton Smith & Co., Printers, Lord 
Street, [1824].
Bifolium, 17.5cm, 4p., engraved vignette of a 
duck holding a small branch with wings extended. 
Disbound, paper strip along spine from mounting, 
pencil note along paper strip and spine edge.
Fourteen verse satirical pamphlet with lengthy 
supplementary notes in addition to printed letter 
to the common council signed “A Sexgenarian” 
and a satirical list of members of the council 
divided into two sections: “The Nouns Substantive 
And The Conjunctions Substantive.” Pencil notes 
on first page tell us that it relates to the passing 
of the municipal reform bill by the old town 
council in 1824. Not located in the online union 
catalogues.

[Stock ID: 1992]

33.  [Vellum Printed Medical Doctors Licence].
[Liège, Belgium]:  [1763].
Single vellum sheet, 460 x 220mm, printed on 
one side, printed text with manuscript insertions 
within decorative border of repeated printers 
ornaments, large decorative initial letter, two 
paper covered seals (one paper covering slightly 
wormed), remains of pink silk ties possibly for a 
third seal (not present), two ink validation stamps 
and later ms validations, folded for storage).
This medical licence issued by Liege medical 
college certifies one Maximillan Fock to hold the 
title of medical doctor and is signed by relevant 
college staff.  

[Stock ID: 1565]

25.  [SCOTLAND]. [Birrell’s Great Scottish 
Diorama].  
[Edinburgh]  [1873].
Single sheet, 200 x 130mm, printed paper ticket in 
red tipped to loose leaf, signed by Thomas Birrell.
Prior to 1872 Thomas Birrell had been in 
partnership with a Mr Alexander Lamb as 
proprietors of The Royal Scottish Diorama, a 
changing public visual display in the manner of 
the huge printed panoramas of the earlier 19th 
century. The London Gazette of 1872 records 
that the partnership was dissolved in 1872 and 
that Lamb continued on proprietor of the newly 
named Royal Diorama of Scotland.
Birrell clearly continued in his own account as this 
ticket is dated 22nd May 1873 and presumably for 
an alternative competing diorama.
An interesting survival.  

[Stock ID: 1538]

26.  [SCOTLAND]. Carmichael of Balmedie.  
[Scotland[: [s.i.], [188-].
Bifolium, 32cm, 4p. (last leaf blank).
A short genealogy and history of the Carmicheal 
of Balmedie, ranging from Sir John De Carmychell 
in 1385 to James Robert Carmichael, Bart. 
Unrecorded.  

[Stock ID: 1306]

27.  Señal Que Se Observa En El Cielo.  
En Ronda: por La V. è hijos de Moreti, [1843]
Single sheet, 175 x 130mm, printed on one side.
An interesting Spanish handbill criticising 
predictions of the end of the world in 1843 and 
related astronomical events which included 
sighting of a comet with a long tail which caused 
major commotion in Madrid (and around the 
Western world) and the sighting of a white area 
in the sky that appears in the west at sunset over 
Seville.
The pronouncements of Christian sect leader, 
William Miller, of the end of the world in 1843 
are discussed and stated to be supported by a 
French astronomer attached to the Philadelphia 
observatory to the handbill who had reported 
astronomical changes, but this observation was 
not reported by any other serious European 
journal. The French astronomer is stated to be 
the same man who attributed the creation of a 
massive telescope to William Herschel through 
which men and animals on the moon were seen. 
Not located in the online union catalogues.  

[Stock ID: 2006]

28.  Sir Joshua In Difficulties. Dialogue.  
[Leicester?]: J.Nall & Co.  [1852?].
I-Single sheet, 405 x 260mm, engraved lithograph 
headpiece vignette of Sir Joshua walking with a 
companion on a train platform with several crowd 
members startling back from him and a group of 
three onlookers, one of which stating “We have 
always had a sovereign and always will have one”.
An interesting and unrecorded political broadside 
relating to the radical reformer, Sir Joshua 
Walmsley, probably for his 1852 election campaign 
to win the Leicester seat. Text beneath the vignette 
in the form of a dialogue between “Plucky John” 
and Sir Joshua pokes criticism at Sir Joshua for 
using bribery, following Walmsley’s unseating 
shortly after becoming MP for Leicester in 1847 
on a charge of bribery, and threatens to give him 
a good thrashing. A good copy (repaired central 
small hole not touching text; light browning & 
slight creasing).
II- Two identical items: single sheet, 385 x 240mm, 
lithograph image of Sir Joshua with speech in 
hand and the phrase “The Great Sir Josh Talking 
Bosh and reading letters that coame from his 
betters”. Good copies (light soiling; loss to upper 
blank corner one one & to blank lower corner on 
the other; various small tears).  

[Stock ID: 1498]

29.  Statuto Della Società Filopedica Tifernate 
E Della Biblioteca Popolare Circolante 
Promossa Dalla Società Patriottica Degli 
Operai Ed Attuta Per Opera Di Un Comitato 
Sotto La Direzione Del Sig. Augusto Bernabo 
Silorata.  
Città di Castello: Tip[ografia] Donati, 1870.
8vo, 19cm, 15,[1]p., title in mixed decorative 
capitals, small engraved title vignette of an open 
book. Original printed orange wrappers (patches 
of moisture marking to upper cover), printed 
upper titling within double rule frame, small ms 
name addition to the Consiglio Direttivo list in a 
very shaky hand.
The Società Filopedica Tifernate was a Castello 
based society dedicated to adult education that 
ran between 1870 and 1906, offering a range of 
adult education classes and a circulating library. 
This work details the statutes of operation of the 
society and the circulating library over 38 articoli, 
gives an interesting summary of the history and 
development of the circulating library in Europe 
and Italy with usage statistics, includes an address 
by the society president on the value and use of 
the circulating library together with a final note 
recording significant donors.  A good copy (light 
cover creasing; scattered spotting throughout). 
Not located in worldcat or COPAC; ICCU records 
copies at Milan & Verona only.  

[Stock ID: 1514]
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35.  Aristophanes Nicodemi Frischlini 
Aristophanes, Veteris Comoediae Princeps: 
Poeta Longe facetissimus & eloquentissimus 
: Repvrgatvs A Mendis, Et Imitatione Plavti 
Atqve Terentii interpretatus, ita vt ferè 
Carmen Carmini ... Latinismus Graecismo 
respondeat ...
Francoforti Ad Moenum i.e. Frankfurt. Joannes 
Spies. 1586
8vo, 18cm, [8], 368, 1] p., large engraved printers 
title device, printed in italic, Roman & Greek type. 
Contemporary blind-stamped pigskin binding,  
banded spine, shelf-mark at head and tail and 
lower spine compartment coloured red, decorative 
upper cover design with concentric rectangular 
panels, foliage sprays and scrollwork, leather 
clasps with brass fittings, edges stained blue.
A beautifully bound copy of this dual language, 
Greek and Latin, edition of the comedies of 
Aristophanes. A very good copy (tiny paper 
repair to blank upper corner of first five leaves). 
Ownership signature of the College Of The Society 
Of Jesus Oenip 1647 i.e. Innsbruck.  

[Stock ID: 734]

36.  [Beale Cooper, Oswald]. [Manuscript Medical 
Notebook [And] An Autograph Letter To His 
Wife [And] A Letter Of Testimonials].
[Worcestershire, UK]:  [c.183-].
4to, 23cm, c.90ff (of which 6ff blank; text almost 
exclusively on rectos). Contemporary quarter 
sheep & marbled-paper covered boards with 
vellum corner pieces.
Oswald Beale Cooper was the younger of two 
medical brothers from Worcestershire. His elder 
brother, Thomas, was a doctor at the county 
asylum at Droitwich. Oswald worked as a surgeon 
in Worcester and surgeon at the county gaol.
His manuscript, in a clear hand, explores a 
variety of medical topics in individual chapters 
which include: Distinction between chronic and 
acute disease; on chronic diseases; on palsy; on 
dropsy;hysteria, epilepsy, on the gout, Icterus 
(jaundice); Scrofula; Scurvy; Pruritus; diseases of 
pregnancy; miscarriage and diseases of children. 
The work is earlier than the binding and page 
numbers have been shaved when bound.
Included are a latter from Oswald giving news of 
his appointment as house surgeon at St. Georges 
Hospital, Worcestershire and a further bifolium 
with testimonials related to an application for 
a post as surgeon at Worcester county gaol 
with transcribed testimonial paragraphs from 
B.G.Brodie sergeant surgeon to the King, George 
Hawkins, surgeon and lecturer at St. Georges 
hospital and others. Oswald’s life was to be a short 
one, however, he died on the 28th January 1836 at 
Bengeworth, Worcestershire, aged 27.

[Stock ID: 2052]

37.  [Belgian Army Leave Certificate] [Armée 
Belge. Cartouche...Signalement De Bernard 
Joseph Porteur de la présente Cartouche...
Au premier rappel le porteur de la présente 
Cartouche devra rejoindre son corps souse 
poeine d’être poursuivi comme déserteur.
Namur, Belgium: Imp. De D.Gerard, [Signed and 
dated 1839].
Single sheet, 330 x 195mm, text within decorative 
rule frame, engraved lion carrying the Belgian 
Army flag at head, part-printed form completed 
in manuscript.
A leave certificate for the Belgian Army Voltigeur, 
Joseph Bertrand, with basic biographical 
details given of age, birthplace and physical 
characteristics, Bertrand, is detailed to present 
himself to his regiment at Samur on the 14th April 
after three days leave on pain of being treated as 
a deserter.  

[Stock ID: 1245]

38.  [BINDING; EARLY LEGAL HISTORY]. 
Bluembacher, Christopher. Tractatus De Jure 
Emphiteteutico, Vitalito Et Jure Precariae.
Salisburgi i.e. Salsburg: Typis Ioan. Baptist. Mayr, 
Typogr. Auliti & Acad., 1661.
12mo, 13cm, [12],488,[1]p., decorative initial 
letter, endpieces of bilateral flowers and dots with 
central Maltese cross. Contemporary decorative 
vellum (patch of discolouration to lower board), 
flat spine, ms title, printed decorative scrollwork 
compartment borders with central fleuron (printed 
border below title a little worn), boards alike with 
printed cornerpiece fleurons within a decorative 
scrollwork frame and central decorative motif, 
remains of red silk ties, all edges gilt.
First edition, designed in question and answer 
format for the use of legal professionals and 
students, of this study of the law relating to the 
law of land tenure derived from Roman law.
Bluembacher was a lawyer and professor of law at 
Salzburg University. He published this work with 
support from Abbot Placidus Hieber. He became 
dean of the law faculty in 1672. A very good 
copy (two small patches of worm depredation 
at head and tail of upper free-endpaper and to 
pastedown; light scattered spotting).  

[Stock ID: 2049]

34.  Vita Della Beata Elena Da Udine Terziaria 
Dell’ Ordine Eremitano Di S.Agostino Scritta 
In Lingua volgare Da fra Simone Da Roma 
Dello Stesso Ordine Tradotta In Latino Dal P. 
Daniele Papebrochio....  
In Udine: Apresso Antonio Pedro,  1760
[Bound With] Appendice Alla Stampa Della Vita 
Della B.Elena Da Udine. In Udine: Apresso Antonio 
Pedro, 1761.
4to, 26.5cm, 78,[2] p. + 8 p + fldg table, engraved 
frontispiece of the saint in a background of 
mountains, river and church. Recent cartonatura, 
readers note in Italian dated April 1762 to frontis 
verso.
A comprehensive bilingual short biography of 
14th century Augustinian saint, Elena Valentinis, 
in Italian and Latin. Born to noble parents, Elena 
married Florentine knight, Antonio del Cavalcanti. 
In a marriage of some thirty years she bore six 
children and by all accounts enjoyed a loving 
relationship until his death. Following this she 
made the decision to enter the Order of Saint 
Augustine. Elena lived an austere life of silence 
and penitent acts over the next seventeen years 
in addition to experiencing repeated temptations 
and religious visions including the body of Christ, 
the virgin Mary, the joy of paradise and Saint 
Nicolas of Tolentino and carrying out healing 
miracles.

The book concludes with an appendix of additional 
short works about Elena and her following 
cult. The last work which contains a folding 
genealogical table combined with annotated text.
A very good copy (light moisture marking to foot 
of blank inner margin of title and frontis and 
last four leaves of first work; upper flyleaf and 
following blank page stained at foot; short tear 
to one leaf). Rare outside continental Europe: 
Worldcat returns only the Friedsam copy; Not in 
COPAC). Second work is not present in all copies 
and worldcat returns two Slovenian copies only 
& ICCU four copies. Exlibris  bookplate of Luciano 
Tasser.  

[Stock ID: 1987]
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42.  [BINDING]. Testi, Conte Don Fulvio. Opere 
Del Sig. Conte Don Fulvio Testi. Venetia 
i.e. Venice. Per Nicolo Pezzana. 1663. 652, 
[2 blank] p. [Bound with] Muscettola, 
D. Antonio. Delle Poesie Di D. Antonio 
Muscettola. In Venetia. Per Li Baba. 1661. 
307, [1 blank] p. [Bound with] Muscettola, 
D.Antonio. La Rosminda Favola drammatica. 
Venetia.   
Venetia i.e. Venice. Per Li Baba. 1663.
8vo, 14cm, [2], 311-442 p., engraved title page, 
printed in italic type, large decorated initial 
letters. Full attractive Fanfare binding in maroon 
morocco and gilt, all edges gilt.
One of the earlier productions of the active 
Pezzana press in Venice. Nicolo Pezzana 
established the press in Venice in 1661 and the 
press continued under his descendants until 1792. 
Count Fulvio Testi was an Italian diplomat and 
poet and the leading figure in Italian Baroque 
literature in the 17th century. He was jailed for 
treason and died in prison.
I. Locations: Worldcat Manchester, Mazarine, Yale, 
Huntingdon, Trento & Rovereto.
II. Locations: Worldcat Bayerische only; ICCU Sora, 
Cassino & Galatina (mutilated).
Bookplate of the Venetian merchant, Amadeus 
Svajer (1727-1791).  

[Stock ID: 717]

43.  [Book Box] [An 18th Century Book Box Made 
From Tome 1 Of Phillipe Bornier’s  
 
Conférences des ordonnances de Louis XIV...].  
[France?]  [174-?].
Quarto, 25cm x 20cm x 5cm. Original speckled 
calf (upper corners worn; small chip to spine at 
foot; upper board slightly bowed inwards making 
drawer difficult to fully open), cardboard drawer 
covered with contemporary marbled paper (edges 
worn).
A fair example of a mid-18th century book box in 
attractive speckled calf.  

[Stock ID: 2034]

44.  Bosse, Abraham. kunstbuchlein handelt 
von der Radier-und Etzkunst...ins Teutsche 
befordert durch G.A. Bockler.  
Nürnberg: In Berlegung Paulus Fürsen, 1652.
8vo, [11],155,[5]p., engraved titlepage (slightly 
trimmed at head to plate border) + 16 plates & 
two text illustrations. Recent dark brown calf, gilt 
title piece, blind ruled upper cover border, central 
double ruled panel with leaf corner ornaments.
A nice copy of the first German edition of the classic 
etching manual by French artist and engraver 
& etcher, Abraham Bosse. He worked initially as 
a book illustrator but the popularity of his work 
led many separate publications. His illustrations 
were in the Dutch style with the highly detailed 
depictions of domestic grandeur prompted by the 
rapid increase wealth during a period of colonial 
expansion.  A very good copy (light toning).  

[Stock ID: 1193]

45.  [BROADSIDE; PERFUME]. Eau De Cologne 
Du Plus Ancien Distillateur Jean Marie 
Farina vis-à-vis La Place Juliers à Cologne/
Kolnisches Wasser von dem ältesten 
destillerer Johann Maria Farina gegenüber 
dem Jülich-Platz in Köln....  
Cologne: Imprimé chez M.Du Mont-Schauberg, 
1881.
Single sheet, 40.5 x 24cm, printed on both sides, 
engraved vignette at head of the Farina premises 
at La Place Juliers at head flanked by business 
name within two decorative frame in French and 
German, two printed signatures of Farina at foot 
with printed stamps.
An interesting survival of this bilingual trade 
advertising broadside with text in French and 
German on respective sides. The broadside tells 
us that the original Jean Marie Farina created his 
eau de cologne in 1709 and the secret recipe was 
passed on after his death in 1766. Not located in 
the online union catalogues.  

[Stock ID: 2017]

46.  Cabet, Étienne. La République du Populaire.   
Paris: Au Bureau Du Populaire,  1833.
8vo, 22cm, 20p. Disbound. Small stamps of the IISG 
library with deaccession stamp.
Cabet here gives his ideas for a new socialist 
France for which revolution is necessary. He was 
prosecuted the following year and went into 
voluntary exile following this. Worldcat records 1 
Dutch copy & 1 French copy only.  

[Stock ID: 1485]

39.  [BINDING]. Kirchmann, Johann. De Annulis 
Liber Singularis [Bound with] Longi, Georgi. 
Tractatus De Signatoriis Antiquorum Sive De 
Vario Obsignandi Ritu [Bound With] Gorlæ, 
Abrahami. Dactyliotheca, Sive Tractatus De 
Anulorum Origine, Varis Eoum Generibus Et 
Usu Apud Priscos.  
Lugd[unum] Batav[orum] i.e.Leiden. Apud 
Hackios. 1672
12mo, [24], 249, [26] p., + 140, [22] p., + 65, [3] p., 
engraved half-title with standing woman holding 
a treasure chest and ring above a woman with 
dog stooping into two bowls of rings in a classical 
background, engraved title device of a flying 
bird of prey trailing a motto ribbon above an 
urban landscape. 19th century bespoke binding 
(extremities rubbed), possibly English in the 
cathedral style and with small binders initials E.V. 
or C.V.. Ornately gilt with domed spine, banded at 
both ends with flower and inter-linked diamond 
design, rectangular spine panel with scrollwork 
outer border and central titling with three inter-
linked rings above and below and two ovals 
with central fleurons and bisected with arcs at 
the compass points, boards alike with repeated 
scrollwork outer border and central repeated 
framework design of gothic arches and fleurons, 
inner dentelles, edges stained red and sprinkled 
blue.
This finely bound and comprehensive collection of 
Latin works on the history, origin and significance 
of the ring brings together three works for the first 
time, presumably with the intention of producing 
a work for bibliophiles. Ex-libris plates of Conte 
Annoni di Gussola & Baron Von Hummel. Judius. 
Biblioteca Exquisitissis p.344; Peignot II 257.  

[Stock ID: 682]

40.  [BINDING]. Philipoli, Francesco. 
Commentarii Di M.Galeazzo Capella Delle 
Fransceco Sforza Secondo Duca di Milano.  
Venetiis i.e. Venice Ioannem Giolitvum De 
Ferariis,  1539.
8vo, 20cm, [4],86,[2]ff. attractive engraved Giolito 
title device with motto “Semper Eadem” (Always 
the Same), decorative divisional initial letters with 
mythical beast scenes, Giolito device repeated on 
verso of last leaf. Well preserved 18th c. mottled 
sheep, red morocco label with GILT ARMORIAL 
DEVICE OF WILLIAM STUART, British politician, 
whose large library was sold at Sotheby’s in 1875.  

[Stock ID: 1949]

41.  [BINDING]. Pielat, B[arthélemy].Pseud. 
Herman, Nicolaus Grimm.  Le Secretaire 
Incognu. Contenant Lettres Sur Diverses 
Sortes De Matieres....A Amsterdam: Pour 
J.J.Waeberge, 1671.  [Bound With] Pielat, B. 
Cinquante Exemples Methodiques. 
A Amsterdam: Pour J.J.Waeberge,     1671.
16mo, [10],456 + [2],70p., floral engraved title 
device, scrollwork headpiece and initial letter. 
Contemporary calf (light rubbing to extremities), 
decorative gilt spine (crown end cap replaced 
with new leather with small loss to decorated 
compartment, decorative gilt compartments with 
double gilt rule border, scrollwork cornerpieces 
and central fleuron, boards alike with central 
panel of highly decorative curling scrollwork 
arabesques in the manner of peacock feathers, 
dots and rings within a delicate filigree, double 
rule & toothed roll outer border, all edges gilt.
A deliciously bound copy of Nicolaus Grimm 
Herman’s examples of good taste and tact in letter 
writing. Taken seemingly from genuine examples 
from the French well to do, Herman gives us 
examples from how to exhort someone to build 
a church, describe the coming of a royal prince 
to town, to offer financial support to a proud 
sufferer of ill-health and exhorting a student to 
work hard. The second “Cinquante Exemples” 
seems to have issued separately later in 1672 but 
offered together here. A good copy (very light 
staining to last 3 sigs of first work).

[Stock ID: 2051]
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47.  Camus, [Armand-Gaston].  Notice D’Un Livre 
Imprimé A Bamberg En [1462] Par Albert 
Pfister, Lue A L’Institut National....  
Paris: Baudouin, Imprimeur De L’Institut National, 
An VII i.e. 1798 or 1799.
4to, 27cm, [1],29p., five engraved plates (of which 
2 folding). 19th c. plum diapered paper-covered 
boards (corners worn; endcaps rubbed). gilt titled 
spine within double gilt rule compartment.
This short monograph describes the acquisition 
of a new and previously unknown incunable by 
the Bibliotheque Nationale, printed by German 
printer, Albert Pfister. The work describes in detail 
the illustrations, text and watermarks, various 
of which are reproduced in the illustrations. 
Exlibris bookplate of the Bibliothèque Mery De 
Bellegarde.

[Stock ID: 2050]

48.  [CARICATURE]. [Le Facetieux].  
[Paris?]: [s.i.], [1789-92].
Single sheet, plate size 21.5 x 15cm, hand-coloured 
engraving, paper mounting pieces to verso.
An attractive hand-coloured caricature of 
an unctuous looking character with hands 
outstretched and sword at hip.

[Stock ID: 2036]

49.  [CARICATURE]. [Cruikshank, Isaac]. 
Bless Thee Bottom, Bless Thee __Thou Art 
Translated.  
London: J.W.Forres No.3 Piccadilly, Jan 1st 1794.
Single sheet, 36 x 27cm, plate size 24.5 x 21cm, 
printed on one side.
Satirical caricature of the English sculptor, Joseph 
Cotton, in his role as Royal Academician as Bottom 
from Shakespeare’s Midsummer’s Night Dream. 
He was one of founding members of the Royal 
Academy and the first keeper. Interestingly, he 
appears to have been one to whom wealth had a 
negative effect and following large inheritance in 
later life appears taken to dissolution and eventual 
bankruptcy. A very good copy (very light edge 
toning; adhesive marks to corners from mounting; 
small repaired tear to blank right corner; small 
splits to edges).  

[Stock ID: 2018]

50.  [CHESTER]. [Legal Proceedings Form For 
Hearing The Case Of An Insolvent Debtor].  
[Chester]: [s.i], [1838].
Single sheet, 35 x 21cm, printed on one side with 
manuscript insertions, folds from postage, seal 
hole with small radiating tear, small wax seal & ms 
address to verso.
This interesting court document detailing 
arrangements for hearing at Chester court 
house the case of an insolvent debtor, Thomas 
Hooley, formerly of the George Inn, Knutsford. 
Hooley is listed as coach proprietor, farmer and 
innkeeper and was a prisoner at Chester Castle. 
The document details that his case will be heard 
by Thomas Bowen and will take place at 10 
on the 6th July 1838, together with details of 
arrangements for creditors and responsibilities of 
the debtor. A good copy (small burn hole in three 
places effecting three letters of text).  

[Stock ID: 2019]

51.  [CHESTER]. Macdonald, Rev. F.S. Ode To Ye 
Anciente Citie Of Chester (sic).  
Chester: J.Thomas, Brook Street Steam Printing 
Works,  [c.188-].
Bifolium, 16cm, 4p., engraved city of Chester arms 
at head of title page, text within red rule frame, 
printed in red and black, decorative initial letter 
in red.
Promotional poem for benefit of the Chester 
Infirmary, extolling the strength and history of the 
city of Chester. Romping through the past history 
of the city, we are taken from the Celtic river Deva, 
through Saxon times, the reign of Lupus, Edward, 
Richard, Henry, Cromwell, Langdale and Lichfield 
to an honouring of the modern city. A good copy 
(external pages dusty; small split at head). Not 
located in COPAC or worldcat.  

[Stock ID: 2030]

52.  Chew, S[anders]. J. The Conversion Of The 
World. How! And When! Or Earnestness In 
The Spread Of Religion By Special Effort Not 
Madness. A Sermon Preached On Sunday 
Evening, April 13, 1856 In The Temperance 
Hall, Leicester.  
London & Leicester: Houlston And Stoneman; 
John Burton,  1856.
8vo, 16cm, 12p.. Recent paper wrappers, old shelf 
mark at foot of title page.
An exhortation to effort in the conversion of others 
and the spread of Christian revivalism in the UK in 
the more Hellfire style. Contemporary accounts 
of Chew’s delivery style suggest that he was not 
necessarily that well received by his audience 
- a prolific commentator and letter writer on 
revivalism and religious affairs nevertheless. Not 
located in COPAC; worldcat: sole copy Columbia.  

[Stock ID: 2032]
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53.  [CHINA; RELIGIOUS PHENOMENA]. El 
Catolicismo En La China.
Sevilla: imprenta de los menores de D.F. 1843.
Single sheet, 180 x 135mm, title in shadow capitals.
A rare handbill collecting written accounts from 
China and North Vietnam, describing religious 
persecution of the Dominicans, the apparition of 
a cross in the city of Nankin and seen by many for 
a number of days and of a figure of Christ in light 
which seemed to coincide with the ending of the 
persecution. A very good copy (light spotting). Not 
located in Worldcat, COPAC or CCPB.  

[Stock ID: 1985]

54.  Cipolla, Carlo. Le Fonti Storiche Della 
Genealogia Di Casa Gonzaga Di Torquato 
Tasso.
Bologna: Ditta Nicola Zanichelli (Cesare E 
Giacomo Zanichelli), 1896.
8vo, 20cm, 22p., unopened. Original light 
green printed wrappers (light spotting to upper 
wrapper), upper wrapper forms title page, old 
shelf mark at head.
This rare monograph explores the connection of 
the house of Gonzaga for whom Tasso’s enjoyed 
patronage and hospitality at times in his life to 
his published writings. Worldcat locates copies at 
Urbana & Trento only.  

[Stock ID: 2035]

55.  Citoyen Vindex pseud. Guenot-Winger 
Tribunal Du Genre Humain. Procés Et 
Condamnation A La Peine De Mort Du 
Nommé GUILLAME 1er, S’Intitulant Roi De 
Prusse.
Paris: Imp. Berthemely et ce, rue du Faubourg-
Sint-Denis, 19 [1871].
8vo, 18cm, 8 p.,. Disbound. Publishers six item 
prospectus on last page.
Part of Berthemley’s series on the recently deposed 
French royal family, this pamphlet describes the 
life of William 1st of France, his perversity and 
tapestry of crimes which the author feels makes 
up his life, including lack of conscience, gluttony, 
brutality, use of courtesans and brigandry. Rare : 
worldcat: sole copy BNF; not in COPAC or ccfr.  

[Stock ID: 1502]

56.  [CONFRATERNITIES]. Figliolanz Al 
Recettione Alla Confraternita.  
Napoli i.e. Naples: [s.i], [1705]
Single sheet, 30 x 20cm, individual woodcuts of the 
Commissario Generale di Terra Santa, image of the 
custodia di Terra Santa with two haloed figures 
and one other arms unidentified, decorative 
woodcut border to text.
A rare survival of a document accepting F.Gioseppe 
Conte Capazzo into the Confraternita di Santi 
Luoghi di Gierusalemme in Naples and setting out 
responsibilities.  A very good copy (small vertical 
hole bisecting lower text border corner; further 
small vertical hole to upper right blank corner just 
touching woodcut arms).  

[Stock ID: 2004]

57.  [CYCLING; WOMEN]. Westwood Park 
Southampton. Jubilee Tuesday & Wednesday, 
June 22nd & 23rd, 1897. Programme Of 
Cycling Contests By Lady Cyclists, The Best 
In The World....
Southampton: Adams & Dyer, [1897].
Bifolium, 21cm, 4p., upper cover title within 
decorative frame, last page blank, pencil 
annotations recording race placings and timings.
Programme for the ladies cycling event at 
Westwood Park, Southampton, featuring 
M.M.Harwood, J.Anderson, R.Blackburn, 
G.Pattison and the French cycling sisters, Beany & 
Marcelle Vautro. It must have been a busy year for 
the ladies as by December they were competing 
again at a twelve day international cycling contest 
for ladies at the Royal Aquarium in which they 
were putting in cumulative mile totals of some 
350 miles each for each 6 day component.
A good copy (light spotting; small splits along 
centre fold line).  

[Stock ID: 2016]
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60.  [D’Erbigny, Henri-Lambert. Marquis de 
Thibouville] Le Danger Des Passions Ou 
Anecdotes Syriennes Et Egyptiennes.
Traduction Nouvelle Par L’Auteur De L’École 
De L’Amitié.  
[Paris] [s.n] 1758
12mo, 16.5cm, [4], 206 & [2], 192 p., title printed in 
red & black within typographic border, engraved 
title device, woodcut headpiece & initials. 
Contemporary sheep (corners worn), banded 
spine, gilt ruled compartments with central thistle 
motif flanked by four rings, a crossed circle and 
trefoil leaf ornaments at each corner (rubbed), tan 
morocco label.
First published the previous year, this fictional 
account of the various intrigues & clandestine 
exploits of various prominent figures went to a 
popular second impression in 1758. The translator 
tells us that the work is valuable as the details of 
daily life allows knowledge of the actual persons. 
It has not been possible to find the work which it 
is claimed to have been translated from and it is 
possible that this is satirical. Querard III p.28  

[Stock ID: 557]

61.  [ECONOMICS]. Briefe Über Die Neueste 
Ereignisse In Egypten Und Ihre Beziehungen 
Auf Den Handel Nach Ostindien Und Im 
Mittelländischen Meere.
    
8vo, 76, [2 blank] p., gothic type, headpieces and 
endpieces of single or double rule, remains of 
contemporary decorated paper wrappers with 
floral motif on spine, contemporary signature on 
title page of “...Burgermeister Hofer[?],” small 
ink stains to title page, very light foxing to outer 
leaves several corners folded or creased, else very 
good copy.
Anonymous letters written from Egypt in the 
September 1798, discussing the anticipated impact 
on European trade following Napoleon’s landing 
at Alexandria in July. Though defeated by Nelson 
at sea in the Battle of the Nile, on 1 August, 
Bonaparte’s army was victorious on land, allowing 
Bonaparte to establish himself as “liberator” of 
Egypt. The French goal, to protect its trade and 
disrupt British commercial access to India and the 
east, succeeded only briefly, but in the three years 
of occupation, the French introduced western 
ideas and technologies to Egypt, leading some 
recent historians to label the period “the start of 
the modern Middle East.” Only copy located is at 
Harvard; microfilmed for Goldsmiths’-Kress Library 
of Economic Literature (no. 17285.0).

[Stock ID: 308]

62.  [ECONOMICS; TAXATION; LAW]. Memoire 
concernant la taxe imposée en 1727 par le 
senat de Savoye sur le clerge du pais pour la 
garde de les frontières contre la peste. 
[France]  [Late 18th century]
8vo, 22.5cm, 14ff, laid paper, hand-drawn 
memento mori vignette of a skeleton holding a 
scythe and skull. contemporary quarter vellum & 
marbled boards, recent paper upper cover title 
label.
This erudite, detailed French manuscript of some 
10000 words presents an interesting discussion 
and criticism, looking at the relationship between 
secular and ecclesiastical law, and the nature of 
ecclesiastical power in the spiritual, legal and 
economic sense in relation the clergy of 18th 
century Savoy.  This is explored through the 
context of the tax issued in Savoy for restriction of 
the clergy to protect the frontiers against plague. 
Of particular interest is an examination of the 
function of law in a society in general.  

[Stock ID: 639]

63.  [Empson,John William]. [Manuscript Diary 
In Punch’s Pocket Book for 1868].
[Yorkshire, UK]:  1868.
12mo, 12.5cm, folding hand-coloured frontis, 
additional pictorial title & 16 plates. Wallet-style 
red roan binding (head of spine worn; light 
rubbing) with pocket.
In this neatly completed pocket-book diary 
of some 5000 words, John William Empson, 
grandfather of Sir William Empson, the literary 
critic and poet, and his wife go about their daily 
business in Yorkshire and Gloucestershire. Empson 
appears fond of hunting and gives tables of the 
quantities of game he took separately as well as 
mention in the text. We see him in the rounds 
of the English country gentleman with hunting, 
dining, attending church and wooing his wife.  A 
nice picture of the times.    

[Stock ID: 1131]

58.  [DANTE]. Vicentini, A.E. Risposta Alla Difesa 
Di Lamartine.  
Verona: Stabilimento Civelli, [1857].
Bifolium, 4p., text in dual columns, engraved 
decorative endpiece.
Independent printing of this extract from the 
Specolo d’Italia Anno II Num 7 in reply to an article 
in the Trovatore of the same year taking issue 
with French writer, Alphonse de Lamartine’s, well 
publicised criticisms of Dante’s work. The incensed 
Vicentini accuses the anonymous author, “M”, of 
unforgivable cowardice for insulting the greatest 
of his fellow citizens. Not located in the online 
union catalogues. A fair copy (some creasing & 
spotting throughout; small split to fore-edge).  

[Stock ID: 2015]

59.  De Laet, Joannes. De Imperio Magni Mogolis 
Sive India Vera Commentarius....  
Lvgdvni Batavorvm i.e. Leiden: Ex Officina 
Elzeviriana, 1631.
12mo, 11cm,[12],299,[16] p., engraved title & 
one engraved plate. Contemporary vellum, red 
morocco label. Small ink shelf number to spine & 
old inst. ownership stamp to upper pastedown.
This miniature book, produced possibly for a 
juvenile audience, contains a comprehensive 
description of India compiled and edited by 
Johannes de Laet who was the director of the 
Dutch West Indies Company. A very good copy 
(light stains to one signature and to four other 
leaves).  

[Stock ID: 1483]
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68.  Franceschini, Cavalier Lorenzo. 
Inaugurazione Della Biblioteca Popolare 
Circolante Di Ciascia. Discorso....  
Norcia: Micocci e Comp., 1886.
8vo, 23cm, 21,[3]p., unopened, original blue 
printed wrappers, printed upper cover titling 
within a frame of fluted printers ornaments 
(differential slight soiling with light patch to 
centre of lower wrapper where stored under 
another book).
Only printing of this laudatory address in honour 
of the founding of the Ciascia popular circulating 
library praising the founder of the library, 
cavaliere Lorenzo Franceschini, the value and love 
of learning, of the book, of education together 
with a description of the organisation of the 
library. Not in worldcat or COPAC; ICCU records a 
sole copy at the Biblioteca Graziani.
“...Un libro è una voce vivente....”

[Stock ID: 1508]

69.  [FRENCH REVOLUTION]. Ordonnance Du 
Roi, Concernant la Désertion. Du 1.st Juillet 
1786. De Par Le Roi.  
Paris: De L’Imprimerie Royale, 1786.
4to, 27cm, 8p., text printed in two columns. 
Disbound, in two loose quires, stitching broken.
A rare edition of this Royal proclamation 
concerning prevention of desertion in the pre-
revolutionary French Royalist army in the run 
up to the French Revolution of 1789. A good 
copy (head of penultimate and fore-edge of last 
leaf trimmed close at head just touching page 
number). Worldcat locates a sole copy at UMich.  

[Stock ID: 1335]

70.  [FRENCH REVOLUTION; CONSCRIPTION]. 
Bulletin Des lois De La République No. 
228 Au Nom De La République Française. 
(No.2041.) Loi qui met deux cent mille 
défenseurs conscrits en activité de service. 
Du 3 vendémiaire, an VII de la République 
française, une et indivisible.  
A Paris: De L’Imprimerie De La République, [1798].
Bifolium, 22cm, 4p. (last page blank), engraved 
headpiece and device of the Ministry Of Justice 
with two stone tablets headed “Loi” flanked by 
wings within a circumference of a snake eating its 
tail. Disbound as issued.
Regulation from the French Revolutionary period 
on grounds of urgent need for defence of the 
French country and people, detailing that the 
National Guard be strengthened with movement 
of conscripts from the second class to first class 
to make up 2000 active servicemen and to raise 
additional conscripts if insufficient men in the 
second class ranks. Worldcat returns copies at 
Evanston & BL only.  

[Stock ID: 2010]

71.  Frezier, Amédée-François. Traite Des Feux 
D’Artifice Pour Le Spectacle.  
A Paris: Chez Nyon, Libraire, Quai des Augustins, 
1747.
8vo, [liv],496 p., frontispiece, thirteen throughout 
plates & three divisional title vignettes. 
Contemporary mottled calf (wear to tail lower 
board edge), gilt decorated spine, tan morocco 
label, edges stained red.
Frezier’s comprehensive guide to firework 
manufacture and producing firework displays 
covers all from Catherine wheels to fire cascades 
and maroons. The well executed plates illustrate 
types of fireworks and scenes from famous 
firework displays such as the illuminations in Paris 
in 1739. A lovely tight copy of this most attractive 
of firework books.

[Stock ID: 1944]

64.  Erizzo, Sebastiano. Trattato di Messer 
Sebastiano Erizzo, Del L’Istrumento Et Via 
Inventrice de gli antichi.
In Venetia i.e. Venice Per Plinio Pietrasanta MDLIII 
i.e. 1554
4to, 20.5cm, 172, [2] p., attractive Renaissance 
decorative title-page with title within a decorative 
border of gargoyle door knockers, putti & 
scrollwork above a shield medallion with the 
tree of life flanked by female figures holding an 
armillary sphere and a violin (slightly trimmed at 
tail with a stain to lower corner), large historiated 
initials, headpieces of small printers decorations, 
text printed in italic type and dedication in Roman 
type. Contemporary limp vellum (two small splits 
across spine stitching, ms spine title & flourish.
Only edition of this treatise on scientific method 
explored through classical science and the work 
Socrates, Plato & Aristotle and Cabbalistic science. 
This work was published at a key point at the 
beginning of the scientific revolution that was to 
create modern science, said to have begun with 
the publishing of Copernicus’s De revolutionibus 
orbium coelestium in 1543.
The title page is of particular interest as it is one 
of the FIRST PICTORIAL REPRESENTATIONS OF THE 
MODERN VIOLIN, which appeared in its modern 
form in Italy in about 1550.  A good copy (moisture 
mark to the blank upper margin of first three 
signatures, one signature toned due to paper 
quality, lacks final blank). Worldcat (Smithsonian, 
Basel, Michigan, Yale, bnf & Mazarine). EDIT16 
CNCE 18272

[Stock ID: 663]

65.  Fantuzzi, Giovanni
Notizie Della Vita E Degli Scritti Di Francesco 
Maria Zanotti.  Bologna Nella Stamperia di San 
Tomamaso d’Aquino 1778
8vo, 22.5cm, untrimmed, [1 partial, blank], 64, 
[1 partial, blank]p., roman and italic type, oval 
medallion to title page with classical scene, 
engraving at head of main text is image of a 
bronze medal, by Petronio Tadolini, showing a 
bewigged bust of Zanotti wearing fur gown, verso 
showing standing figure of Minerva, pouring 
knowledge from her cornucopia into a book with 
words “UBERIUS NEMINI,” contemporary blue 
paper wrapper.
Memorial study of the life and works of the 
polymath Zanotti (1692-1777). A writer and 
philosopher, he was professor of Philosophy at the 
University of Bologna and for decades associated 
with the Istituto di Scienze at Bologna, becoming 
its president in 1766. Zanotti was influenced by 
Isaac Newton and wrote on philosophy, the arts 
and poetry. Fantuzzi (1718-1799) penned mainly 
biographical studies, his major work being Notizie 
degli Scrittori Bolognesi in nine volumes. His 
work on Zanotti concludes with several pages of 
Annotazioni. This copy has interesting Bolognese 
provenance. 

Bookplates of two prominent Bologna citizens, 
Dottore Guido Sanguinetti (law degree University 
of Bologna 1900) and Giorgio Tabarroni (1921-
2001), historian of science and numismatist.

[Stock ID: 541]

66.  Feau, A. Manufacture de Dés Or & Argent 
Dés Doublés Or Sur Argent. Ancienne Maison 
Lorillon A.Feau Paris 59, Rue Turbigo.   
Paris: G.Nortier 7, Rue Bouchardon, [c.1880].
18.5 x 55.5cm (quad fold), printed partly on both 
sides in multiple typefaces, mainly illustration. 
Cover printed in black and red with decorative 
elements and illustration of medals from 
expositions in Paris, Sydney, Melbourne, and 
Amsterdam between 1878 and 1883. Catalogue 
printed in black and white and gold on a golden 
brown background.
Advertising brochure for the 125 styles of gold 
or silver thimbles offered by this company. 
Each design is illustrated and has a name, e.g. 
“Gothique,” “Etoiles,” “Clochette.” Some of the 
designs have variations, e.g. one version may have 
a gold border. Thirteen sizes are offered, from 
child-size up, with extra large sizes available by 
special order. The company A. Féau had been at 59 
Rue Turbigo, but this address has been lined out 
on the front and the address 4 rue Portefoin has 
been written in. A. Féau seems to have been one 
of the most significant—or at least most prolific—
of many producers of thimbles in fin-de-siécle 
Paris. A good copy (folds split)
cat 30 B-A item 23

[Stock ID: 1198]

67.  Fortunato, Alessandro Spettoli Sonetti Del 
Dottore Fortunato Spettoli Di Cento Poeta Di 
Duca Di Modena Ercole III.  
Bologna Lelio Dalle Volpe 1792
8vo, 78, [1], [1 blank] p., engraved title vignette of 
men at work at a printing press within scrollwork 
border, headpieces of a gentleman in his library; 
a gentleman reading on a chaise longue, a tomb 
in a background of trees and bridges, endpieces 
of group of ladies reclining under a tree with a 
background of fields and villa, a plumed helmet 
with shield and spear, a winged angel with horn 
and a putto carrying a flaming torch, recent 
wrappers.
Only edition of this jocular collection of sonnets, 
proverbs and funeral inscriptions produced to 
amuse and entertain by this poet to the Duke of 
Modena. Unlocated in the online union catalogues. 
Pitrè (1974) Bibliografia delle tradizioni popolari 
d’Italia 6154.  

[Stock ID: 162]
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72.  [GASTRONOMY]. Hotel du Commerce 
Bruges. Menu De Couverts.  
Bruges: Daveluy, Lith. Du Roi., [187-].
Single sheet, thin porcelain faced card, 250 x 
170mm, printed in gold and blue ink.
Printed 50 couverts menu of the Hotel du 
Commerce Bruges in an attractive decorative gold 
and blue decorative border of symbolic figures 
of “La Sculpture” and “La Peinture”. Central 
menu text engraved in decorative script featuring 
potage à la Julienne, Saumon sauce génoise, filet 
de boeuf jardinier, dinde rotie and others in this 
delightful ten course meal.  

[Stock ID: 1268]

73.  [GASTRONOMY]. Spratley, John. Invitation 
To A Venison Dinner.    
Single sheet, 200x250mm, printed on one side, 
watermarked 1794, light green seal, small 
perforation to right hand margin, addressed 
on reverse to Mr Round at London Street in 
contemporary hand, further note in differing 
hand at head reading invitation to the Boar 
Dinner 6th Aug 95.
The venison dinner was a popular and civilized 
feast usually of a civic or corporate nature with a 
history stretching back into Tudor times. A notable 
example was the civic feast at Kingston with deer 
provided from Bushy & Richmond parks by the 
Crown as compensation for rights conceded by 
the town to the Crown.  

[Stock ID: 1016]

74.  Genlis, Madame de. Herbier Moral Ou 
Recueil De Fables Nouvelles Et Autres 
Poésies Fugitives.  
A Paris: chez Moutardier, imprimeur-libraire, quai 
des Augustins, no. 28. [1800?].
8vo, [6],199,[1]p., etched frontispiece. 
contemporary pastepaper wrappers.
Second edition of this unusual moral herbal 
attributing moral qualities to various European 
plants and flowers such as the vine, orchid and 
palm. Worldcat & ccfr return 6 French copies only. 
Not located outside France. A very good copy 
(some dog-earing; occasional leaf poorly opened 
with ragged edges & small tears; light scattered 
spotting).

[Stock ID: 1455]

75.  Ghio, Gio Batista. In Lode Della Pittura Fatta 
Dal Signor Giovani Galliari Nel Salone Della 
Reale Accademia Delle Scienze.  
Torino i.e. Turin: Nella Stamperia Reale,  1787.
Bifolium, 35cm, 4p. (title verso & last page blank), 
attractive title page vignette of a book, bust, 
quills & ink and artists materials atop an ornate 
mantel hung with garlands and headpiece of a 
bird of prey atop a plaque with a pattern of linked 
crenellations with hanging garland flanked with 
lions head door knockers.
Only edition of this sonnet in praise of a picture 
by Giovanni[no] Galliari and how he drew from 
his ancestors, the Galliari family of Italian painters. 
Fine art was the family business of the Galliari 
family from Bernardino Galliari onwards. Giovanni 
worked with father, Fabrizio and brother Giuseppe 
on theatre set design in the Turin Theatre Royal 
and on his own. Sotheby’s sold some of his set 
designs in London A classical Interior With A Semi 
Dome in 2007 A very good clean and attractively 
decorated copy (small tear to tail of centre fold). 
Not located in the online union catalogues.

[Stock ID: 1984]

76.  Grossi, Luigi. Lettera Del Signor Gråberg Di 
Hemsõ....Sulla Peste Di Tangeri Negli Anni 
1818-19.   
Genova E Tangeri i.e. Genoa & Tangiers:  Dalla 
Tipografia di Antonio Ponthenier, 1820.
8vo, 22cm, 87,[1]p., untrimmed & unopened, 
engraved title device of a mill in a background of 
Italian poplars. Original printers blue paste paper 
wrappers.
Rare work, published in both Genoa and Tangiers, 
on the plague epidemic in Morocco. It is notable 
that during this outbreak of plague that early 
experiments with inoculation were carried out 
by the Spanish physician, Sola, unfortunately 
without notable success. By September 1818 some 
120 people per day were dying.  Worldcat returns 
Morocco, Bonn & Madrid only; COPAC returns 
Wellcome.  

[Stock ID: 1953]

77.  [HAGIOGRAPHY]. Le Pèlerin De Lalouvesc, 
Ou Nouveau Manuel De Dévotion Pour Le 
Pèlerinage au Tombeau De Jean-François 
Régis.  
A Saint-Etienne: Chez Ponston, Libraire, 1839.
12mo, 14cm, [xii], 348 p.. Contemporary sheep, 
gilt decorative spine (small worm channel at tail), 
black morocco label, boards alike with gilt floral 
roll, marbled edges.
Saint John Francis Regis was born at the end of 
the sixteenth century and was educated by the 
Jesuits at Toulouse, leaving afterwards to teach 
rhetoric and study philosophy. At the beginning 
of the 1630’s he began a career, which would be 
called social work today, assisting sex workers to 
exit the lifestyle and work with vulnerable women 
and children.  He established several hostels to 
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80.  [HOROLOGY].[Tucker, John]. [Watchmaker’s  
Bill For Repairs].  
[Tiverton, Devon]:  [Dated 24th June, 1793]
Single sheet, 19 x 15cm, addressed to the Rev. 
Merchant for a mainspring & repairing an 
escapement of a watch name Evans; A new clock 
& case & repairing and a watch name Lang. See 
British Register vol.29 Part 1 for details re: Tucker  

[Stock ID: 1969]

81.  [HORTICULTURE]. [Manuscript Legal 
Document Arranging The Sale of A Garden 
Of Plants & Fruit Trees].  
[Rozoy-sur-Serre, France]:  1838.
Single sheet, 240 x 180mm, embossed & printed 
stamps of authentication.
This French legal document regulates the sale of a 
garden of plants & fruit trees and wooden garden 
building in Northern France. A good copy (light 
toning).  

[Stock ID: 1336]

82.  [HORTICULTURE]. Bernard & Fils.  
Catalogue Général De Graines, Plantes, Et 
Ognons (sic) A Fleurs.   
Marseille: Seren, 1895.
8vo, 24cm, 31,[1]p., steel engraved text 
illustrations. Original printed lithographed 
wrappers in three colours, lower wrapper vignette 
of a potted palm amongst flowers and foliage.
Attractive Illustrated horticultural catalogue 
of Marseille based seedsmen, Bernard & Fils at 
Boulevard. du Musée 29. Marseille with some 80 
steel engraved illustrations for literally hundreds 
of varieties of seeds and plants from lettuce 
to peas to flowers, bulbs, palms and flowering 
onions. In addition to the seed business, Bernard 
& Fils appears to have run a nursery at nearby 
Hyères for the production of grown stock. A very 
good copy (light toning to text; small toned strip 
to fore-edge of lower wrapper.  

[Stock ID: 2020]

83.  [HORTICULTURE]. HAAGE Jun., Friedrich 
Adolf. Culture Of Cacti In Rooms. Illustrated 
Handbook For Culture Of Cacti In Rooms.   
Erfurt: Published by the Author, [c.1909].
8vo, 21cm, 32p., 9 engraved plates (cacti) & 1 
photographic plate (cold frames). Original printed 
grey card wrappers (very light sun lightening to 
spine and tail edge of upper wrapper).
Haage Junior continued the work of his father and 
botanist, Friedrich Adolf Haage senior. Friedrich 
senior, after learning the trade through Johann 
Seidel, gardener to Frederick Augustus II, founded 
a nursery at Erfurt in 1824 specialising in cacti. By 
the time of his death he had one of the largest 
collections of cacti known.
The Erfurt Encyclopedia attributes his success 
to his skill as an innovator and early adopter of 
technology. He was said to be the first to introduce 
horticultural mail order and made good use of 
newspaper advertising.
Haage Junior’s work, as offered here, gives 
detailed instruction in cultivation of cacti from 
soil, potting, transplanting and watering to 
housing, propagation, tying and pruning, in 
addition to promoting the business and pointing 
interested readers towards his more detailed 
German work “Haage’s Cultivation of the Cacti.” 
A very good copy (wire stitches rusted with small 
inner marginal rust mark to central two conjugate 
leaves).    

[Stock ID: 2044]

support sex workers wishing to leave their former 
life to retrain as lace-makers and also worked as a 
travelling preacher. It was in this occupation that 
he succumbed to pneumonia and died at the age 
of 43.
This work, produced for pilgrims travelling to 
Lalouvesc where he died, gives prayers, a mass and 
devotions together with spiritual meditations in 
honour of St. Regis and a short biography.Another 
edition was issued in the same year at Lyon. A very 
good copy (one page lightly impressed; two leaves 
slightly toned; lacks upper endpaper). Worldcat 
locates BNF only; Not in COPAC. Ownership 
signature of Camille Bessieres & a curious printed 
pericope to upper pastedown “Quoi! Voudrois-Je 
Avoir Le Démon Pour Tyran, Plutot Que D’Avoir 
Dieu Pour Pére.”  

[Stock ID: 1128]

78.  [Hawkshaw, Edith J]. [Manuscript Notes On 
English Architecture].  
[Hereford, UK]:  [Dated July 8th 1863].
4to, 23cm, 12p.. Stiff paper wrappers (strip of 
paper along lower spine hinge from mounting; 
fold lines from storage), painted upper cover  
initials “S.H.S”, each letter an individual colour 
with additional gold: blue, red & green, upper 
wrapper chocolate morocco ownership label titled 
“Edith 1859” within decorative gold scrollwork 
and rule border.
Edith, daughter of Rev Edward Burdett Hawkshaw 
prebendary of Hereford Cathedral and wife of 
Henry Wollaston Blake, a mechanical engineer 
involved in the development of railways in 
Russia & Canada, locomotion, pump technology 
and coining machinery, over a signed essay of 
some 3000 words, explores the history of English 
architecture through Gothic, Norman, early 
English, decorated, debased & perpendicular, 
together with an accound of the architecture of 
Hereford Cathedral.

[Stock ID: 1968] 79.  [Hood, Jane]. [[Herbarium].  
[Germany]:  [1868].
8vo, 20cm, c.90ff (of which c.12 blank) including 
34 leaves of individual plant specimens. Original 
half-black roan & black pebbled cloth boards 
(extremities rubbed), flat spine (endcaps rubbed), 
gilt spine compartments & titling, all edges gilt.
A really beautiful Victorian ladies herbarium with 
examples of plants & flowers picked predominately 
in the Bonn region of Germany with a few other 
examples from France and England. Examples 
include poppies, clovers, ferns, ivies, heathers, 
roses and grasses.
Arranged with real care in balanced arrangements, 
usually with two or more flowers, leaves or plants 
present in each arrangement. Examples are 
annotated usually with place gathered and date. 
Some specimens appear to be gifts. Of interest is 
one specimen picked on the field of Waterloo with 
her brother. Additional pages contain quotations 
from Victorian contemporary poetry and prose. A 
very good copy.

[Stock ID: 2027]
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89.  Kiechel, Erhard Julius. Dissertatio 
inauguralis jvridica de concubinatu ... 
praeside, dn. Christiano Thomasio ... ad d. 
VIII. April, anno M. DCCXIII.  
Halae Magdeburgicae i.e. Halle, Germany: Typis 
Joh. Christiani Zarni,  1713.
4to, 19cm, [2],52p., decorative floral headpiece 
with central palm tree motif, initial letter on 
scrollwork background. Disbound.
Academic exploration of German and Mosaic law 
in relation to the practice of concubinage, or the 
cohabitation of a man and woman who were not 
legally married. A very good copy (light toning). 
This printing rare outside Germany: sole copy 
without location located (worldcat).  

[Stock ID: 2009]

90.  [LAURAGUAIS (louis-léon-félicité de 
Brancas, duc de)].  
Lettre AM. *** par M. ***.  [s.l.]: [s.n.], [1790].
8vo, 22cm, 14,[2 blank]p., untrimmed, unstitched 
& unstabbed barring first bifolium, caption title in 
partial decorative capitals below decorative rule 
work, printed on light blue paper-stock.
This counter-revolutionary work, was written by 
the French actor and writer, Louis-Léon-Félicité 
de Brancas, the Duc of Lauraguais, whilst at the 
Château de Manicamp, home of the Royalist 
French writer, Antoine de Rivarol, and where he 
had taken refuge following the commencement 
of the French Revolution.  Laurguais reviews 
the short comings of the National Assembly 
and proposes a move to adopt an English style 
constitution. Rare: Worldcat finds only a bnf copy.
A very good copy (a couple of small tears along 
spine edge).
HEADLINE “AN ACTOR TAKES ON THE FRENCH 
STATE”  

[Stock ID: 1190]

84.  [HORTICULTURE; PRINTERS SAMPLE].  
Illustrated Seed Catalogue & Garden Guide...
Sample No.4.... 
London: Geo.[rge] Bishop, Horticultural And 
Commercial Printer, 78, Park Street, Aldersgate, 
[1895].
Large 8vo, 25cm, 41p. (including inside lower 
wrapper), engraved illustrations throughout. 
Original printed wrappers, lithographed upper 
colour with titling and colour vignette cartouche  
with country cottage surrounded with flowers.
Attractive sample catalogue from horticultural 
printers, George Bishop. Catalogue includes 
sample text and illustrations and section to upper 
cover “Your Name and Address will be printed 
here.”  

[Stock ID: 2043]

85.  [HORTICULTURE]. Thiébaut Legendre, 
Marchard-Grainier-Horticulteur. Publication 
Trimestrielle De La Corbeille De Fleurs.  
Paris: Imp[rimerie] L.Beillet 1895.”
8vo, 24cm, 67,[1]p. (pag. includes wrappers). 
Original printed wrappers with two toned green 
over printing.
Attractive steel engraved horticultural trade 
catalogue produced by Parisian horticulturalists,
Thiébaut Legendre at 8, Avenue Victoria, 8 
Paris with upwards of a 150 strongly impressed 
illustrations, offering seeds of some 2000 varieties 
including carrots, cucumber, radishes; flowers 
including acacia, chrysanthemums, cyclamens, 
“reines-margerites” or Marguerite daisies, gladioli 
and fruiting plants such as daisies. includes a blank 
printed order bifolium. A very good copy (light 
text toning & light spotting to lower wrapper).  

[Stock ID: 2021]

86.  [IRELAND]. [Bryce, James]. [Manuscript 
Diary & Notes In “Bennett’s Handbook For 
Norway For 1874”].  
Christiania: B.M.Bentzen, 1874.
8vo, [4],110,[17],XIXp., interleaved, folding map. 
Original green pebbled cloth (boards detached; 
spine defective), autograph inscription “J.Bryce” 
in pencil to first page.
Belfast born James Bryce, Viscount Bryce, after 
formative years in Ulster, continued his education 
in Glasgow before Oxford and graduated in 1862. 
He was elected to a fellowship at Oriel college 
in the same year and studied for the bar. He was 
a regular contributor to political and historical 
publications by this time which he later expanded 
into full length works on history and politics such 
as The Holy Roman Empire and Essays On Reform.

Bryce was also a keen mountaineer and naturalist 
and visited Switzerland, Iceland, the Pyrenees and, 
the subject of the current volume, Norway in the 
1870s. He was elected to the Alpine Club in 1879.
The printed volume sets out interleaved tour routes 
with Bryce’s pencil notes and is of significant value 
in illustrating Bryce as traveller. Bryce appears to 
have stayed at Christiana and Molde and taken 
route 2 from Christiana to Throndhjem through 
Medal and Orkedal; route 6 from Christiana to 
Molde; route 9 from Molde to Aalesund; route 
12 Molde to Sogue Fjord; route 14 Christiana to 
Bergen and visited Hardanger Fjord (route 14).
Notes include entries such as on the Christiana 
to Bergen route Bryce “great delays in supplying 
horses. Inn seems good....On route from Molde to 
the Sogne Fjord he notes “Wild people, esp. one 
virago - unfriendly and apparently extortionate  
but perh. we don’t understand their claims.” 
Notes make up some 1000 words. Various small 
pressed ferns and flowers are present. A fair copy 
(printed text toned & fragile; blank outer margin 
worm track to concluding section and last five 
leaves; text block broken with some sections & 
pages detached).    

[Stock ID: 2038]

87.  [ITALIAN STREET LITERATURE]. L.M. 
Gambata Di Barinco. Ottave Alla Noccona Di 
L.M.  
Lucca: Presso Francesco Bertini, 1816
8vo, 8p., engraved title device of urn with flowers. 
Recent Italian decorated paper wrappers.
Rare Italian street printed canzonette in ottava 
rhyme of a tale of the trials and tribulations 
of a young woman looking for a husband and 
would be lover with the city of Florence in the 
background. Worldcat & COPAC record Hamburg, 
BL and Kentucky only. A good copy (light toning & 
spotting throughout). Ex-libris Pietro Ginori-Conti, 
Prince Of Trevignano.  

[Stock ID: 1599]

88.  [JUVENILE]. [Manuscript “The History Of 
Little Fanny”].  
[England]:  [1872].
12mo, 16cm, 16ff [10ff blank]. Original red paper 
wrappers (rubbed and lightly creased).
This charming little anonymous seemingly 
unpublished manuscript poem of some six pages 
concerning the fortunes of a young child, Fanny, 
who wants to go out to play, is refused by her 
mother but then goes regardless.  

[Stock ID: 1516]
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91.  [LIBRARIES]. Jacob, P.L.  Réforme De La 
Bibliothéque Du Roi.  
Paris: Alliance Des Arts, Rue Monmartre, 178 Et 
Chez M.Techener, Libraire Place De La Colonnade 
Du Louvre. 1845.
8vo, 19cm, [4],151,[1]p.. Original quarter green 
cloth & marbled paper-covered boards (extremities 
rubbed).
Only edition of this study and defence, by the 
bibliophile Paul Jacob, of the role and value of 
the Bibliothèque Du Roi (Bibliothèque Nationale) 
in Paris, which was under attack by progressives 
at this time. Lacroix argues spiritedly to promote 
the study value, and economy of the library but 
suggests that a reorganisation is necessary with 
new rules and a new catalogue to meet the 
needs of contemporary readers. A very good copy 
(toning & spotting to half-title & title & last leaf; 
1cm strip excised from blank lower margin of title 
& half-title).  

[Stock ID: 1041]

92.  [LIBRARIES; TECHNOLOGY - GOLD 
PRINTING]. [Opening Of The Wigan Free 
Library: Invitation, Menu & List Of Toasts].  
Liverpool:  A.Macgregor, Lith[ographer] to the 
Queen, 1877.
i- Single sheet, thin card, 23 x 15cm, lithographed 
throughout in gold, red & black ink.
Blank invitation to lunch on occasion of the 
presentation ceremony of the Wigan Free Library 
to the Corporation Of Wigan by Thomas Taylor 
esq. on the 16th October 1877.
II- Bifolium, thin card printed light blue, 15 x 
11cm, lithographed throughout in red & gold ink 
with titling within a decorative floral border with 
names of the great British writers in gothic type 
with town arms & head and small town sigil at 
foot.
Menu card detailing the “Dejeuner, Wigan Public 
Hall” and list of toasts where guests could have 
feasted on such items as côtelettes de mouton aux 
petit pois, croquettes d’huitres a la Irelandaise (sic) 
and Crabs de Londres.
III- Single sheet, thin card, 10.5 x 16cm, printed 
on one side in green gold and black, text within 
decorative floral border.
List of toasts at the opening luncheon. Of interest 
is the final toast, “To The Press” given by John 
Rylands.
Wigan Free Library was created as the result of 
donations by Thomas Taylor, a local mill owner 
and bequest by Dr Joseph Taylor Winnard. Taylor 
paid for the purchase of the site and construction 
and Willard the purchase of books. The library, 
designed by Alfred Waterhouse, housed some 
20,000 books and opened in October 1877. The 
rare book library was sold in 2011.    

[Stock ID: 1999]

93.  [ECONOMICS] Mandl, M. Émigration Aux 
États-Unis Au Point De Vue De L’Économie 
Politique Et Sociale.  
Paris: Imprimerie De E.Brière, Rue Saint-Honoré, 
257., 1879.
8vo, 20cm, 15 p.(wanting the preliminary blank 
leaf), Oval library stamp of the 5th Arrondissement 
Bibliothéque populaire. Recent wrappers.
In this rare French essay, the author, president 
of the U.G.A.S des Etats-Unis, sells the United 
States as a destination for emigration, reviewing 
what he sees as the causes of economic misery in 
Europe and highlighting the space and economic 
opportunity in the United States. Of particular 
interest is a short discussion of Texas. A very good 
copy. Worldcat returns only the Bristol & BNF 
copies.  

[Stock ID: 1008]

94.  [MANUSCRIPT]. [Manuscript Cookery 
Book].  
[Yorkshire, UK]:  [1829-1873].
4to, 20.5cm, c.64ff. (of which c.30ff blank). 
Contemporary half-sheep with marbled paper 
sides (worn; both external joints split at head).
A densely packed manuscript compendium of some 
hundred and fifty recipes with a good proportion 
of household remedies and preparations. 
Household remedy recipes include LAUDANUM, 
several recipes against cholera, lip salve, spasm of 
stomach and a number for popular preparations 
such as GRANTHAM MIXTURE, CHALYBEATE PILLS 
and others. Household preparations include fly 
poison, pomade, anti-macassar oil, pomade and 
French polish. Of interest are recipes for a “slow 
match” and for Brandy salt “...discovered by Mrs 
Lee of Leeds...a universal medicine of intestinal 
complaints.”
Cookery recipes include all from gingerbread and 
queen cakes to soda water and Lady Lowther’s 
pudding. A number of recipes have attributions 
with Mrs Appleby being a regular contributor and 
recipes are occasionally dated.  

[Stock ID: 2026]
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99.  MANUSCRIPT. [Viexmont, Claude]. 
[Paranesis seu exhortatio ad poenitentiam, 
ad quendam peccatorem...].  [England]:  
12mo, 239ff., text within double rule frame, 
running title, catchword, signature marks & 
shoulder notes, Secretary hand throughout. 
Contemporary limp vellum (rodent depredation 
to upper cover corner & first blank upper cover 
of first four signatures), tie holes with one olive 
green linen tie remaining).
Parisian theologian, philosopher, professor at 
the College de Navarre, pastor of the Ordre 

de Fontevraud and chaplain of the Filles-Dieu 
monastery in Paris, Claude Viexmont’s Para(e)nesis 
seu exhortatio ad poenitentiam, ad quendam 
peccatorem... or Paraenesis, an exhortation to 
penance....was issued in 1533 in a first and only 
edition by Simon Collines in Latin. This work is an 
UNRECORDED CONTEMPORARY MANUSCRIPT 
TRANSLATION IN ENGLISH and seemingly the only 
known translation.
Viexmont eventually entered the Order of Font-
Evraud at Poitiers as a monk and presumably 
died there. The Order was unusual that monks 
were under the supervision of an abbess and 
conjoined with nuns. The nuns were devoted to 
the reclamation of fallen women and their rule 
forbade hair care and prescribed three times 
yearly head shaving. cf De Launoy. Academia 
Parisiensis illustrata, Paris: Martin & Boudot, 1682 
p.662. A good copy (lacks title page; worm channel 
to extreme upper right tip partially effecting 
foliation number for last six signatures).  

[Stock ID: 2039 ] SOLD

100.  [MANUSCRIPT; WINE]. [Manuscript 
Cookery Book].
[Essex, UK?]:  [1838-1871].
4to, 50ff. (of which 19ff blank). Contemporary 
vellum (age-toned & soiled; upper internal hinge 
broken), upper cover titling “Order Book”, boards 
alike with double blind-stamped rule outer border, 
2 additional recipes tipped in.
A more uncommon manuscript recipe book in 
that it includes some three dozen WINE RECIPES 
with sometimes three or more differing recipes 
for the same wine. Recipes include raisin, madeira, 
boyson, ginger, grape, orange wines and others.
Text dates from the 1830’s  to 1857 in one hand 
and from 1859-71 in a later hand. A third hand 
appears in an additional recipe tipped to lower 
paste-down. Some eighty recipes are included, 
a number dated with creator names included. 
There is no complier name but many of the earlier 
recipes are signed with the initial “E”.
Recipes include around half a dozen household 
remedies and preparations such as for coughs 
and colds and stove blacking. There are some 
forty cookery recipes including recipes from 
all from mince meat and Bakewell pudding to 
Spatten cakes and Southwell sauce. The MS was 
clearly intended as receipt/order book when first 
purchased and the first entry is a monetary receipt 
dated 1824. A good copy (small stain at foot of 
four leaves not effecting legibility; first gathering 
almost detached).

[Stock ID: 2025]

95.  [MANUSCRIPT]. [Plain Astronomy]. 
[UK]:  [Late 18th c.],
4to, 20cm, C.168ff (26ff from rear reversed text; 
c.40ff blank; some stubs from excised leaves), 
18th c. Maid of Dort watermark, c.10 hand-
drawn text diagrams. Original half-calf & marbled 
paper-covered boards (lower tail corner worn; 
extremities rubbed).
A detailed and unpublished manuscript 
exploration of solar system planetary motion 
and orbit, including solar time and axis angle. 
Differing historical systems in relation to planetary 
motion are examined, Ptolemaic, Tychonic and 
Copernican, together with mathematical proofs 
presented for calculations and references for 
further reading made to Scottish Astronomer, John 
Keill’s, work Introductio Ad Veram Astronomiam. 
Isaac Newton is also referenced in relation to 
Sydereal year measurement.
Two further at the rear concern respectively 
algebraic theorems and the laws of force in 
relation to planetary orbit.

[Stock ID: 2046]

96.  [MANUSCRIPT]. [Hommey, Jacobus].  
[Tractatus De Sanctissima Eucharistia 
[With] Tractatus De Matrimonio [And] 
Gratia Christi Saluatoris Ad Qaestionem 
Centesimana Nonam Primae Secundae 
Sancti Thomae Tractatus Ceu Disputationes 
Travissima [And] De Ineffabili Sacro-Sanctae 
Trinitatis Mysterio Tractatus.]  
[Caen, France:]  [1686].
3 vols, 17.5cm, 250,84p. + 377,[1blank]p. + 360,[8]
p., numbered pages. Uniform contemporary 
sheep, gilt decorative banded spine, edges 
speckled brown & red, manuscript pencil doodles 
to blank endleaves of second volume and naive 
partially coloured facial sketches to last eight 
blank leaves.
Three very well preserved manuscripts in a 
clear and legible hand of tractati submitted by 
the Augustinian friar, Jacobus Hommey, at the 
Collegiate Church of the Saint-Sépulcre at Caen. 
The first three tractati are heard respectively 
by Jean Cousin and Robesto Verel and the last 
appears partially unfinished and not heard.
Hommey was a prolific theological scholar who 
wrote extensively on early church history including 
the on the first pope, Pope Gregory, and medieval 
theologians such as Bernard of Clairvaux. The 
above works appear unpublished.  

[Stock ID: 2057]

97.  [MANUSCRIPT]. Letters To Mother [Tour Of 
New York].  
[New York]:  [Feb, 1887].
Oblong, 18 x 11cm, c.46ff.. Original highly 
decorative full plum morocco gilt (lacks spine 
covering; edges worn), colour upper cover vignette 
of a child within an ornate gilt border of flowers 
and ropework with turned corners revealing 
a fleur de lys and chequerboard design, titling 
“Album” to far edge with two birds touching 
letters above yachts on a rocky bay, lower cover 
with blind-stamped floral motif.
Charming travel diary in the form of a long letter 
of some 9,000 words, filled with photographs and 
cuttings from what seems to be a young son to his 
mother. The anonymous author describes a visit to 
New York in minute detail. He arrives in February 
1887 on the a ship, The Tribune, and takes his 
mother on a verbal tour of the city from the 
cemetery, the Elephant Bazaar, the Sylvan Lake, 
monuments such as the Firemans, the Pilots and 
Burnhams to the New York University building 
and the Fifth Avenue hotel and much more. 
Densely packed and completely filled, the diary is 
a relative gazeteer of the city and an interesting 
period piece.

[Stock ID: 2033]

98.  [MANUSCRIPT; SKETCHBOOK]. 
[Haddow,J]. [A Pictorial Tour In Yorkshire & 
Northamptonshire].    
[Before 1825].
8vo, 22cm, c.42ff (of which c.13 blank). Original 
light brown paper-covered boards (joints splitting, 
flat spine (a little loss of paper covering).
This book of outline pencil sketches of prominent 
historic buildings and grounds in Yorkshire and 
Northamptonshire seems likely to be the fruit of a 
two stage walking or riding tour of north Yorkshire 
and South Yorkshire & Northamptonshire. The 
first leaf gives mileage in steps by town and village 
from Rotherham to Lancaster.
Images include 3 sketches of the ruins of Fountains 
Abbey, N.Yorks; 1 sketch of parkland from 
Goldsborough, presumably Goldsborough Hall 
at Knaresborough followed by the blank section 
then 4 sketches of Osberton Hall, Worksop; 3 
sketches of Tickhill Castle, Rotherham; 10 sketches 
of Sandbeck Park, Sheffield and finally, 5 sketches 
of the ruins of Roche Abbey. One image signed 
“J.Haddow”.  

[Stock ID: 1996]
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106.  [MINIATURE BOOK]. Les Quatre Saisons.  
Paris: Imprimerie De A. Pinard Quai Voltaire, n.15. 
[c.1830].
4 vols, 69 x 47mm, 24p. engraved hand-coloured 
frontispiece to each. Original pink blind-stamped 
paper covered card covers in green card slipcase 
with pink paper upper side engraved title label 
(light soiling) with title in decorative flourishes 
within an elaborate border of scrollwork, 
leaves and flowers, blind-stamped upper cover 
scrollwork decoration with central printed panel 
and plain lower cover, separate season titling for 
each volume.
This four volume set contains four individual 
seasonally themed tales each illustrated with a 
well executed hand-coloured etched frontispiece. 
In the first, Spring, volume we hear of M.Dorset 
and his butterfly hunting children. In the second, 
Summer, volume we hear of brave soldier 
M.Dorigny and his tearaway young son at their 
home near Paris on the banks of the Seine. In the 
third, Autumn, volume we hear of the adventures 
of young Felix, a schoolboy at St. Barbe school. 
Lastly in the fourth, Winter, volume we hear of the 
misfortunes of the happy but indigent Révil family. 
A very good copy (light spotting throughout). 
Rare: not located in the online union catalogues.  

[Stock ID: 2056]

107.  [MONASTICISM]. Corneaux, Abbé.  Longpont 
Et Ses Ruines.  
Soissons: A.Michaud, 1879.
8vo, 18cm,[x],[2],141,[1blank],[2],[4]p., steel 
engraved plates. (faint upper marginal stain to 
first three leaves; wanting fragment of blank 
outer margin to two leaves). Recent plum morocco 
& marbled boards, original card covers bound in, 
banded spine, gilt tilting and dating.
First edition of this comprehensive illustrated 
historical guide to the former Cistercian monastery 
of Abbaye Notre-Dame de Longport which was 
effectively a tourist guide and sold in local shops 
in Longpont and Soissons. Corneaux, the village 
priest and member of the local archaeological 
society, gives a full history over the abbey’s six 
hundred year existence from 1131 to 1793 and 
a full architectural description. A further edition 
appears to have been issued in 1886. A very good 
copy. Worldcat locates a sole copy at NAL;further 
copy also located at BNF.

[Stock ID: 1121]

108.  Montvert, Pierre Esprit Sambuc of (17 ..- 1803)
Observations Sur Le Systéme De L’Angleterre 
Pour réduire dans sa dépendance le Commerce 
Maritime de L’Univers.  Paris: De L’Imprimerie de 
Ve Herissant, rue Neuve-Notre-Dame, 1790.
8vo, 24p. Uncut, untrimmed. Imprint from colophon.
Little seems to be known of this author, a Field 
Marshal and economist, who also published 
several pamphlets on agricultural and patriotic 
topics around 1790. He was an associate 
member of the Athénée de Vaucluse, a region 
in southeastern France. Here Montvert reviews 
the English economic system with comparisons 
to France & Spain in subsequent sections with 
a view to reduction of French dependence on 
sea commerce. Worldcat locates copies at Duke, 
Berkeley, NYPL, Radboud & BL.

[Stock ID: 1179]

109.  NAMUR, FRANCE OVERRUN BY 
DANGEROUS BULLS 1782? SEEMINGLY Les 
Gouverneur, Président, Et Gens Du Conseil 
De Sa Majesté L’Empereur Et Roi, Ordonne 
A Namur. Voulant Prévenir Les Effets De La 
Fureur Des Taureaux Abandonnés Dans Les 
Campagnes.  
Namur Chez G.J.LaFontaine, Imprimeur de Sa 
Majesté 1782
Single sheet, 320 x 90mm, large woodcut heraldic 
arms at head, edges dusty.
This royal ordinance regulates the control of 
abandoned and dangerous bulls in the Namur 
region and threatens a fine of fifty florins if those 
responsible for the bulls do not bring them under 
proper control.  

[Stock ID: 265]

110.  [Newgate Prison]. Kirby, Edward. Keeper of 
His Majesty’s Prison. [Manuscript Receipt 
For the prisoner,  William Porthouse, 
delivered From Poultry Compter Gaol].  
[Newgate Prsion, London].  20th June [17]44 Geo 
3rd.
Single sheet, 130 x 120mm, parchment.
An unusual survival of this signed receipt  from 
Newgate prison for a prisoner transferred from 
Poultry Compter, a small gaol in the City Of 
London. The receipt is on verso of the remains 
original calligraphically inscribed transfer from 
Poultry Compter.  

[Stock ID: 1142]

101.  Margutti, Dott. Alfredo. Pietro Farri Tipografo 
Veneto E Le origini Della Tipografia 
Sinigagliese Appunti Storico-Bibliografici.  
Osimo: Stamperia Di V.Rossi, 1887.
8vo, 18.5cm, 11,[1]p., small printers device to cover 
& title. Original printed wrappers (edges toned), 
upper wrapper repeating title page, sewn.
Only edition of this study of the sixteenth & early 
seventeenth century Venetian printer, Pietro Farri 
and his press at Senigallia, including a bibliography 
of works over the operation period of the press 
1591-1621. A very good copy (page edges lightly 
toned). Worldcat returns a single copy (SBB-PK); 
Not in COPAC; ICCU -Osimo & Fano only.  

[Stock ID: 1285]

102.  Martinez De Meneses, Antonio. Comedia 
Juez Y Reo De Su Causa. De Un Ingenio De 
Esta Corte.  
[Madrid]: Se hallará esta, las siguientes, y 
otras muchas en la Imprenta de Ruiz, calle de 
Embaxadores, esquina á la de S. Pedro; á real 
cada una, y por docenas á diez, [1785].
4to, 32 p. (headline shaved on three leaves), 
“No.115” to left of title. Recent marbled paper 
over card covers.
Second edition, the first in 1751, of this comedia 
suelta “by a court wit” concerns the court of 
James I of Aragon 1213-1276 and dastardly 
machinations therein. Worldcat returns copies at 
Glasgow, Berlin, Hamburg & Oviedo; COPAC adds 
BL. McKnight & Jones 997; Bergamn & Szmuk 641.

[Stock ID: 866]

103.  [Mearns, Andrew]. The Fight For Christ In 
The Villages Of England.  
London:  James Clarke & Co.,  1887.
8vo, 15cm, 40p.. Recent paper wrappers, old shelf 
mark to title.
The Rev. Mearns of the Congregational Church 
Home Missionary Society was a well regarded 
commentator on social conditions, primarily 
from a religious perspective. In addition to this 
work he wrote The Bitter Cry Of Outcast London, 
concerning the conditions of abject poverty in 
the East End of London at the time. The present 
work reviews the difficulties of missionary work 
in rural England in relation to non-conformity, 
poverty, isolation and drink. Not located in COPAC 
or worldcat.  

[Stock ID: 2031]

104.  [MINIATURE BOOK].  Le Petit Paroissien De 
La Jeunesse.  
Paris: Saintin, Libraire, R. Du Foin S.Jacques no.11, 
[c.182-].
45 x 30mm, [2],96p., engraved frontispiece + 
10 engraved plates. Original red morocco (light 
rubbing to extremities), flat spine, repeated gilt 
tulip head and stylised leaf motif spine decoration, 
boards alike with single gilt rule outer border and 
inner border of repeated seed head, leaf frond 
& crozier style cross, matching slip case (rubbed 
around edges of grip cutaways), all edges gilt.
Charming miniature illustrated devotional work 
for children issued by the Parisian publishing 
house of Saintin at Rue Du Foin S.Jacques, Paris.  
Amongst instructional material on the Mass, 
Vespers and prayers is an interesting regional 
hymn in usage in Paris together with dramatic 
illustrations including the Crucifixion and 
flagellation. All works published by Saintin are 
rare with less than thirty holdings in institutional 
libraries and the publishing house does not appear 
to have survived beyond 1830. A very good copy 
(tiny tear at blank head of one leaf).

[Stock ID: 2054]

105.  [MINIATURE BOOK]. Les Plaisirs De La 
Campagne.  
Paris: Marcilly, Rue St. Jacques 10., [c.1825].
Oblong, 62 x 50mm, [2],96p., engraved title and 
seven plates. Original blind-stamped pink paper 
covered boards with blind-stamped scrollwork 
design to upper cover with title printed in central 
horizontal oval cartouche.
This pretty miniature book from the early 19th 
c. French publishing house and miniature book 
specialists, Marcilly, takes us on a delightful 
journey following the fortunes of Jules & Caroline, 
a wolf called Caesar, snow, violets, sunny days, 
gardens and butterflies ending with a village fair.
A very good copy (light spine soiling & light 
moisture marking to lower pastedown and free-
endpaper; light spotting to upper free-endpaper 
& pastedown). Worldcat returns UVa (lacking the 
engraved title present here) & Iowa only; Not in 
COPAC.  

[Stock ID: 2055]
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113.  [NUPTALIA]. Cavattoni, Cesare. La Quistione 
De’ Guardinfanti Destasi A Verona Nel 
Luglio Del 1773 E L’anno Dopo Sentenziata A 
Venezia : Racconto Scritto E Pubblicato Per 
Le Nozze Bertoldi - Zoppi.
Verona. Dalla Tipografia di Giuseppe Civelli. 1862
250mm, 15, [1 blank] p., roman and italic type, 
contemporary boards (endcaps & corners worn), 
red paper printed with repeated motif in black
Only edition of this curious nuptial prose work 
by the municipal librarian of Verona produced as 
light entertainment in honour of the wedding of 
Bertoldi-Zoppi and dedicated to Annetta Zopp. 
The work details the creation and history of “La 
Compagnia della Coversazione” in Verona. This 
social club was dedicated to polite conversation 
and maintained a strict constitution and dress code 
which included the wearing of the Guardinfanti, 
or Farthingale, a variety of womens hoop skirt.
Copies in Milan, Naples, Venice, Vicenza, and in 
the collection “I Nuptialia della Biblioteca della 
Oblate” in Florence. Folena. A very good copy 
(boards slightly bowed). Storia della cultura 
veneta V. I p.590

[Stock ID: 208]

114.  [Opera]. Weber, Karl Maria. Koniglisches 
hof- und National Theater. Freitag den 24. 
Mai 1839. Der Freischütz, romantische Oper 
in drei Aufzügen....
[Munich]: [s.i.], [1839].
Single sheet, 320 x 210mm, text in gothic type 
within decorative border (light spotting).
Rare survival of a promotional broadside for 
Karl Maria Weber’s opera, Der Freischütz. Based 
on a German folk tale concerning a marksman 
who made a pact with the Devil for some magic 
bullets which always hit their mark, the opera is 
considered the first important German romantic 
opera.  

[Stock ID: 1664]

115.  [PAPER MAKING]. [Trade card Of William 
Sharp, Paper Manufacturer, Abbey Mills, 
Romsey.  
[s.l.]: [s.i], [182-].
Single sheet, 7.5 x 5cm, printed on one side, 
text within decorative frame of typographic 
ornaments, slight adhesive residue to verso from 
mounting.
A rare survival of this paper-makers trade card. 
William Sharp of Romsey started in the paper 
business in partnership with Joseph Everett. This 
partnership was dissolved in 1783 and Sharp 
continued as sole proprietor of the paste-board 
and message card manufactory (Shorter. Paper 
Mills In Hampshire p.6) until bankruptcy in 1830.  

[Stock ID: 2005]

111.  [NOT IN ESTC]. Admirable Satire On The 
Death, Dissection, Funeral Procession 
& Epitaph Of Mr Pitt [Copied from the 
Telegraph of the 20th, 21st and 24th August 
1795].  
London Printed for the Booksellers, And Sold by 
C.Smith. [1795]
8vo, 16cm, [16] p., disbound, tipped onto a single 
leaf of laid paper with a cutting from the Times 
29th March 1813 “Mr Pitt’s Monument” with the 
manuscript ink caption below “for the Description 
of Wm Pitt’s monument in Guildhall London see 
Times 29 March 1813” and number 33.
One of a unrecorded state of this pamphlet?, 
setting the record straight, without reverence, 
about the last hours of William Pitt. It includes 
attendance by the clergy and final words, which 
included a refusal to forgive Sheridan and others 
for his suffering at the hands of their wit. The last 
four pages contain details of the autopsy carried 
out on the body.  
ESTC gives listings for three other variant printings 
with different printers details, but not this one. 
The Times clipping describes the erection of his 
monument and inscription. A good copy (title & 
last page soiled, tail of penultimate leaf stained).    

[Stock ID: 624]

112.  [Nother, William Edward Charles]. [Journal 
Of A Tour In Norway...].  
[Norway]:  [1850].
8vo, 19cm, 360p., 14 hand-drawn illustrations 
including 2 hand-coloured, one near full page 
hand-drawn map. Original tan sheep (lower 
external hinge cracking; rubbed; corners worn).
This very substantial illustrated journal cum 
gazetteer cum guide book of some 75,000 
words records the author’s three months of 
travel throughout Norway in 1850. Sailing from 
Harwich in the company of William Donville and 
his servant and landing at Hellesund, Nother 
and his companion cruise along the coast visitng 
Christiansund, Fredericksvern, Holmestrand and 
Rands Fjord. Nother notes window design with 
illustrations.
Proceeding inland, of particular interest is an 
eyewitness account of his visit to the atelier of 
foremost Norwegian artist, HANS FREDRIK GUDE. 
Nother finds him at work on a picture of a country 
house belonging to the King. Nother visits Stor 
Hammer, Little Hammer and Eidsvoll, describing 
plants, church services, the colour of rocks (with 
colour illustration), types of bed and bed covering, 
types of stoves used with illustrations, description 
of congregational chanting in the castle church of 
Aggerishuus.
In Christiana, Nother visits the Klingenberg 
gardens and sees a stocky “bull” child (illustrated) 
before on to Hardanger Fjord, Samdasund, 
Stavanger (visiting the cathedral), Lervig on the 
Isle of Stornen and getting fleas in the hotel at 
Atne.
He tarries a while at Rosendal after fly fishing and 

stays with the local vicar, visiting the glacier at 
Bonhuus and the Barony House. Of interest is his 
attendance at a LOCAL COURT OF ARBITRATION 
FOR SETTLING DIFFERENCES BETWEEN 
PARISHIONERS. After Rosendal it is off to Bergen 
by way of Utne, describing the women and their 
clothes & shooting rapids at Evanger.
Nother finds Bergen the prettiest Norwegian town 
and explores seeing the fish warehouse, rope 
walks and docks. Nother has a fine eye for detail 
and feels that the women of different towns have 
different clothing styles and he is unimpressed 
with the clothes of the Bergen women which he 
describes as including “...vile affected caps of lace 
with silk ribbons.”
Nother, a trained doctor, visits local hospitals and 
meets with the physician who tells him of A LOCAL 
FORM OF LEPROSY EFFECTING 2500 PEOPLE IN 
NORWAY and its treatment. He views natural 
history and medal collections at the local museum 
and the dried plant collection of Dr Koren.
Of further interest are SEVERAL PAGES OF 
DESCRIPTIONS OF THE STREET WOMEN AND 
MEN OF BERGEN. Nother notes the good paving 
in Bergen, roof shapes with illustrations and the 
prevalence of ELEPHANTIASIS.
He presses on to Levivik, Vasenden & Skei 
describing the people and observing a funeral 
and noting the different coffin shapes. Finally at 
Trondheim he notes the differences in sails and 
rigging with illustrations and describes naval 
vessels and the harbour, clothing of the women 
and men before a visit to the cathedral, museum 
and the island fortress and prison. Before heading 
home he discusses capital punishment in Norway 
and illustrates an executioners axe.
Nother provides his own “Notes For Tourists In 
Norway” in rambunctious Victorian gentlemanly 
style, indicating articles to take, Norwegian 
food, Norwegian physiology, character. Provides 
EXAMPLES OF NORWEGIAN POETRY and a 
Norwegian language glossary and amsusements.
Of further interest are general remarks on the 
wealth of Norway, political affairs, tries to identify 
“Traces of the East in Norway” eg. Leprosy. Nother 
provides 20 pages of quotations from other works 
about Norway, notes on the zoology of Norway, 
botany in Norway, “celestial aspects” of Norway, 
a plan for a “tent journey” in Norway together 
with 5p. of clippings concerning the International 
Exhibition 1862 concerning Scandinavia and 15 
pages of further quotations and index.
This highly comprehensive work may have been 
to have been intended for publication but is 
unpublished.

[Stock ID: 2048]
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119.  Philips, John. The Splendid Shilling, An 
Imitation of Milton. To which is added, 
Blenheim. 
London: Printed for E.Curll, 1728.
12mo, [2],23,[1] p., attractively decorated with 
a headpiece of putti & scrollwork and a woman 
reading in a background of dramatic classical 
ruins, disbound.
An attractive edition taken from ’Poems on 
several occasions. By Mr. John Phillips, .. The 
fourth edition’ London: printed, and sold by 
Thomas Astley but with separate pagination and 
ESTC number.) ESTC T125206 (BL, BUL & Alexander 
Turnbull only).

[Stock ID: 1321]

120.  Plautus, Titus Maccius. M.AccI Plavti, Comici, 
Fabvlae Svperstites XX.  
Francofvrti i.e. Frankfurt: Excudebat Ioannes 
Saurius, Imprensis Petri Kopffij, 1604.
12mo, 15cm, [16],804,[4 blank],[8]p., engraved 
Saurius title device of putto and bird of prey in 
a decorative frame. Contemporary blind-stamped 
pig skin (small repair at head of spine).
A clearly printed edition of the “Dousa Recension” 
of the comedies of Plautus. This respected 
recension by Janus Dousa the younger contains 
mentions of marginal notes from other editions 
together with further commentary drawn from 
the works of Janus Dousa the older.

A good copy (light toning; lower blank marginal 
moisture mark to first and last four sigs; single 
wormtrack throughout with negligible effect to 
occ. letter; blank edge of title restored). Occasional 
ink underlinings & marginal notes in Latin 
throughout, a curious short manuscript dialogue 
dated 1808 in what appears to be Bengali(?) to 
lower blank leaves.  Exlibris stamp of F.Pfeiffer to 
title and last leaf.  

[Stock ID: 1986]

121.  [POLITICS]. Cabet, Étienne. Au Duc D’Orléans.   
[Paris]: Imprimerie  de E.Duverger, [1830].
8vo, 20cm, 11 p.. Disbound. Small stamps of the 
IISG library with deaccession stamp, MS date “7 
aout 1830” and “Cabet” under C. Advocat printed 
signature.
This pamphlet by the revolutionary socialist, 
writer and utopian, Étienne Cabet, makes an 
impassioned plea to the Duke of Orléans for 
a reforming government following the July 
Revolution of 1830.
Cabet was later to so inflame the hierarchy with 
demands for reform that he was accused of 
treason and forced to flee France, settling first in 
England where he published a novel illustrating 
a democratic utopia, Icaria, which found eventual 
physical form in the United States after Cabet left 
Europe for good in 1848.  A very good copy (light 
scattered spotting). Worldcat locates a sole copy at 
Poitiers; not in COPAC or KVK.  

[Stock ID: 1486]

116.  [PARIS COMMUNE]. Vermersch, E. La 
Propagande Révolutionnaire....  
Londres i.e. London: 29, Frith Street, Soho, [187-
?].
16mo, 15.cm, 16p.. Original printed wrappers 
(a little dusty, frayed and creased; tear to upper 
cover).
Printed by S.De Graag, 59, Greek Street, Soho, and 
no.5 of the Opuscules Révolutionnaire series this 
work concerns the Paris Commune, the history of 
it’s creation and effects. A printers advertisement 
follows the text detailing the five works in the 
series. Not in worldcat, COPAC locates a sole copy 
at Newcastle; Not in BNF or ccFr  

[Stock ID: 1575]

117.  [PHARMACY]. [Proof Receipt For John 
Furse, Chemist And Druggist No.84, High 
Street, Portsmouth].  
London: White, Engraver, 14, Brownlow Street, 
Hoburn, [c.184-].
Single sheet, 22 x 14cm, thin card, plate size (19 x 
8.5cm), printed on one side.
Attractive proof trade card of John Furse, chemist 
and druggist of High Street, Portsmouth. Engraved 
throughout with central vignette of a nesting 
eagle with wings spread and titling and business 
details in mixed lettering, gothic, shadow capitals 
& italic. We are told that Furse offers family 
medicine chests complete, every patent medicine 
of repute, perfumery, spices, soda water, ginger 
beer powders and that physicians prescriptions 
and family medicines are accurately prepared. A 
very good copy (light spotting; soiling to blank 
outer right edge tips; paper spots to corners from 
mounting to verso).  

[Stock ID: 2024]

118.  [PHARMACY; INK]. Bowling, Walker And 
Co.’s Incomparable British Japan Ink.  
[London]: [s.i.], [c.1820].
Single sheet, 22 x 12.5cm, printed on both sides, 
light blue paper, engraved royal crest.
Rare advertising handbill for Ink produced by the 
chemists and druggists firm of Bowling, Walker & 
Co.. giving business details and some 200 words 
of text on the verso giving a laudation of the 
excellent qualities of the ink and directions for 
use.
From beginnings in Kent street, Southwark, 
by 1818, Bowling & Walker operated a fairly 
substantial business with three London branches 
and one Dublin branch, including the original 
wholesaling branch at 18, Kent Street. A very 
good copy (slight soiling & slight toning to verso 
behind crest).  

[Stock ID: 2023]
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electional astrology i.e. choosing the best time for 
action from the stars and the effect of the stars on 
the world in terms of natural disasters and other 
human misfortune. A very good copy (primary title 
slightly dusty; small hole, inner marginal repair to 
last leaf & fore-edge).  

[Stock ID: 1423]

126.  [Robert, Gould] Love given over: or, A satyr 
against the pride, lust, and inconstancy, &c. 
of woman. With Sylvia’s revenge, or, A satyr 
against man, in answer to the satyr against 
woman. Amended by the author.  
London Printed and sold by H.Hills, in Black-fyars 
nears the Water-sode 1710
8vo, 24 p., circular label numbered 1253 to title 
page, recent card covers.
Last handpress period edition, issued by “pirate” 
publisher Henry Hills, of Gould’s popular bracingly 
misogenistic verses on the war of the sexes, issued 
here with its reply similarly virulent anti-male 
reply. A good copy (first two leaves dusty, short 
tear to title page). CBEL II p.281Foxon, G231; ESTC 
T38634.  

[Stock ID: 215]

127.  [ROBOTICS]. [Paris Exposition Universelle 
Advertising Brochure For Pierre Imans 
“Bustes En Cire”, Wax Figure Manufacturer].  
[Paris]: R.Bourdaloue, [1900].
Bifolium, 14cm, folded, printed in green on card 
in a variety of fonts; photo. Good condition, 
previously mounted.
Promotional advertising brochure for the Pierre 
Imans waxwork business which remained  on rue 
Crussol in Paris for decades, and in particular for 
his stall at the Exposition and work he had done 
for other exhibits there. Imans offered a variety 
of wax models and busts, (including “des bustes 
automatiques respirant, tournament, mount la 
tete et les jeux”). He guaranteed the wax against 
yellowing for ten years.
Active  from the late 19th century to 1930, 
Imans was a Dutch-born, Paris-based creator 
of wax figures, busts, and mannequins. He was 
considered one of the masters of the form, gaining 
a reputation for sophisticated figures. His stature 
was such that in 1925 he was invited to produce 
a wax mask to cover the face of St. Bernadette 
of Lourdes (d. 1879) to present her body more 
attractively to the public.

[Stock ID: 1240]

128.  [ROMANTICISM]. H.Bendall [Album of 
Pencil Sketches]  
[England]  [1835-37]
4to, 260 x 185mm, 24 ff. (two leaves detached), 
contemporary half-morocco & marbled sides 
(worn, upper joint starting at head & tail), paper 
upper cover label entitled “pencil sketches 1835-
36 South Devon, Coleshill & c. Oxford 37”.  
This Regency era sketchbook contains some 28 
drawings (one partially completed) over 24 leaves 
of both architectural, pastoral & maritime scenes. 
Our H.Bendall seems to have had an uncommonly 
good eye for detail, perspective and technique, 
particularly the depiction of light and shade 
with many of the drawings being of remarkable 
quality. The subjects covered include ruins at 
Glastonbury Abbey, Maxstock & Kenilworth, 
Teignmouth Bay and several maritime scenes, 
houses at Denbury, Ogwell & whitacre; churches 
at Spechley, Worcester Severn, Coleshill, several 
and others including some very fine sketches 
of Merton meadow (Hereford). The pencil note 
Oxford 37 added to the label is presumably in 
error assuming Merton to be Merton college, 
Oxford. An interesting survival  

[Stock ID: 453]

129.  Rosa, Michele Scheda Ad Catarrhum, Seu 
Tussim, Quam Russam nominant, Pertinens.  
[Modena] [s.i] [1782]
8vo, 54, [2 blank] p., untrimmed, rectangular 
woodcut headpiece of flowers & foliage stylized 
into scrollwork, endpiece of engraved basket 
of trailing flowers and fruit with a palm branch. 
Contemporary red speckled wrappers (spine 
covering chipped)).
The publication history for this monograph on 
Influenza is somewhat complicated. Rosa, a 
professor at Modena, produced his key text on 
epidemics and contagions in 1782, De Epidermicis 
& Contagiosis Acroasis, to which this short work 
was appended. Rosa’s work appeared in a flurry 
of interest in Influenza in the 1780’s following on 
from ground laid in the 1760’s. This work appears 
to have been issued separately c.f opuscoli scelti 
sulla scienze e sulle arti. (Firenze. Marelli. 1782) vol. 
V p. 44 with the announcement of De Epidemicis  
not appearing until the 1783 Florence opuscoli 
scelti and has its own pagination. In the light of 
this, it seems likely that it preceded De Epidemicis. 
Not located in the online catalogues. Sole located 
copy at the University of Crete.  

[Stock ID: 528]

122.  Pomba, Giuseppe. [Promotional Prospectus 
For “Ai Tipografi Del Piemonte”].  
[Torino i.e. Turin]: Stamperia dell’ Unione Tip.-
Editrice Torinese, 1878.
Folio, 31cm, 12p.. Original self-wrappers (light 
spotting to exterior pages; central fold line).
A nice copy of a rare promotional prospectus for 
Giuseppe Pomba’s history of Piedmont printing 
and typography. after a short introduction by 
Pomba, some dozen reviews from Italian jounrals 
are included together with the subscribers name 
list and a loose clipping of a review of the book 
from a Frankfurt jounral dated 1876.  

[Stock ID: 1946]

123.  Pope, Alexander. Heloise an Abelard...
Englischer Urtext mit Uebersetzung, 
herausgegeben von Dr Kilian Wolf.  
Fulda: In der C. Müller’schen Buchandlung, 1829.
Small 8vo, 17cm, 47,[1]p.. Contemporary marbled 
paper boards (light rubbing), paper spine labels, 
shelf number to front pastedown.
Rare dual language edition of Pope’s famous and 
influential poem concerning the classic medieval 
tale of thwarted love. Worldcat records two 
German copies only; not in COPAC.  

[Stock ID: 1989]

124.  [Public Spectacles]. Le Combat Naval. Grand 
Spectacle Realiste. Navires De Guerre 
Évoluant et Combattant Sur Une Mer 
Veritable.  
Sceaux, Paris: Gravé et imprimé par E.Charaire, 
[1899].
8vo, 21.5cm, [16]p, Colour paper wrapper, b&w 
photographs, 1 folded colour plate.
This rare official programme details the plans 
for a vast mechanised naval spectacle that 
was presented in connection with L’Exposition 
Universelle de Paris of 1900. The 11,000 square 
metre installation, in the area of Porte des 
Ternes in the 17th arrondissement, promised to 
thrill the many French residents who had never 
had the opportunity to observe the “grandiose 
et terrifiant” spectacle of a naval battle. The 
programme, illustrated with photographs of 
French naval vessels, details a programme of 
music and water-based activities followed by a 
two-part spectacle of “La Paix” and “La Guerre”  
using miniature models of real warships. The 
plate illustrates naval signal flags. A description 
of the project was included in the official guide 
to the Exposition (pp. 378-80). According to later 
sources, the project was not a financial success for 
its investors. Only copy located at BnF.

[Stock ID: 1236]

125.  Ramesey, William. Astrologie Restored: Being 
An Introdvction To The General and Chief 
part of the Language of the Stars. In Four 
Books.  
London: Printed for Robert White, and to be sold 
at the Gun at the West-end of Pauls, 1654.
Folio, 27cm, [8],333 p., engraved portrait 
frontispiece (small repair to blank fore-edge, 
slightly dusty), large engraved scrollwork & 
mythological headpiece, decorative initial letters. 
Contemporary vellum.
With continuous pagination but separate 
divisional title pages for two of the four books, 
Astrologie Fully Vindicated; An Introduction To 
The Iudgement of the Stars; An Introduction To 
Elections; Astrologia Munda,  Ramesey gives a 
full account of the background of astrology as 
revealed in scripture and the classics, introduces 
the art of astrology, demonstrates the system of 
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133.  [SCOTLAND; POLITICS]. [Two Autograph 
Letters To Sir Donald Currie From The 3rd 
Earl of Camperdown Concerning Scottish 
Home Rule].
[Dundee]:  [12-16 September 1887].
I-(12 September 1887): 12mo, 4 pp. Bifolium (edges 
slightly dusty) . He has read in the paper that 
‘Aberdeen & some Gladstonian M.P’s are going 
to deliver Home Rule Addresses in Crieff on 27th. 
Sept.’ and thinks that ‘the Liberal Unionists ought 
to be very active in Scotland’ during the autumn. 
If it is ‘of any service’ to Currie or ‘to the cause’ 
Camperdown is ‘ready to make a speech in Crieff 
on any night you like’. Although the Unionists 
‘have lost a few seats lately’, Camperdown does 
not believe ‘that a Home Parliament for Ireland is 
commending itself to the country [.] the more the 
question is discussed in public, the better for us in 
Scotland.’
II-(16 September 1887): 12mo, 6 pp. Bifolium and 
single leaf. (edges slightly dusty) He has received 
Currie’s telegram. ‘Thursday the 29th. is the day 
fixed for the Road Trustees Meeting at Forfar - As 
we have to elect a new Chairman in place of Sir 
John Ogilvy, I am rather anxious to attend it’. If 
Currie prefers to make it an ‘ordinary meeting 
with Constituents’ it will ‘look as if we were afraid 
to have a meeting on the Home Rule question in 
answer to theirs, and yet were afraid not to hold 
a meeting of some kind’. Camperdown will not be 
able to make the ‘militant speech’ he has in mind 
if he is in the chair. He feels that ‘an Anti Home 
Rule Meeting’ with speeches by Currie and himself 
‘will be quite enough to fill up the evening - A 
public meeting ought not to exceed two hours 
in length - and there are always one or two Local 
Speakers who wish to say something’. ‘Peers, 
who cannot do much for the cause in Parliament 
owing to want of opportunity (wh. Gladstonian 
Peers take very good case not to afford), may do 
useful service in the country during the Recess’. 
Concludes: ‘I advise you strongly not to hold your 
annual meeting now’.  

[Stock ID: 1313]

134.  [SCOTLAND;FINE ARTS]. [Glasgow and 
West of Scotland Association For The 
Promotion of The Fine Arts Subscribers 
Prospectus].
[Glasgow]:  [1846].
Bifolium, 260 x 205mm, printed form part-
completed in pen & ink, folded for postage.
The prospectus solicits subscriptions for 
membership of the Society and lists some 42 
pictures purchased by the Society with prices paid 
and artist, the majority having Scottish addresses. 
A list of rules of the association is also listed on 
the first page.  

[Stock ID: 1405]

135.  [Sculpture]. [Renaud, Charles-Alexandre]. 
[Autograph Letter To Baron Dominique-
Vivant Denon, Directeur Général Du Musée 
Central Des Arts, De La Monnaie, Des 
Medailles (The Louvre)].  
[Paris]:  [1803].
Bifolium, 240x180mm, 20 line Letter in French on 
one side of bifolium.
Autograph from Parisian address from sculptor 
and professor of the Marseille academy of 
painting & sculpture, Charles-Alexandre Renaud 
(1756-1816), to newly appointed Louvre director, 
Baron Dominique-Vivant Denon, seeking his aid in 
relation payment for a sculpture of Général [Louis 
André] Bon which he has sent to the Ministry of 
the Interior.  

[Stock ID: 1532]

136.  Segrè, Carlo. Torquato Tasso Nel Pensiero 
Del Goethe E Nella Storia.  
Firenze i.e. Florence: Uffizion Della Rassegna 
Nazionale, Via S. Zanobi 94, 1892.
8vo, 24cm, 56p., unopened, small engraved floral 
title device. Original salmon pink printed wrappers 
(light discolouration to wrapper edges), printed 
upper cover titling, lower cover with publishers 
subscription details.
First and only independent printing of this extract 
from the Rassegna Nazionale Anno XIV of Segrè’s 
analysis of Goethe’s conception of Tasso primarily 
through an analysis of Goethe’s play Torquato 
Tasso (1790). Not located in worldcat; Sole copy 
(Bergamo located in ICCU).

[Stock ID: 2014]

137.  [SILK PRINTING]. Winter Gardens, 
Blackpool. General Manager. Mr Charles 
R. Brighten. Saturday, October 2nd 1897, 
The Last Performance Of The Marvellously 
Successful Ballet “Victoria” A Glimpse Of 
Sixty Years...The Most Gorgeous Production 
Ever....”
Blackpool: Maxwell  & Co., 1897.
Single sheet 30 x 25cm, pink silk, printed on both 
sides, text within decorative frame, attractive full 
side engraved vignettes of the Empress Ballroom 
and other notable buildings of the Winter 
Gardens including the Indian Lounge (North & 
South Views, the Italian Gardens and the ballroom 
entrance.
The performance included additional 
performances by the Italian “Transformist”, Ugo 
Biondi, who used skills of ventriloquism and fast 
interchanging of characters to give performances 
where characters appeared to be on stage almost 
simultaneously and comedian, Ben Nathan.
A good copy (occasional spot to text side; two 
small tape marks at head).  

[Stock ID: 2029]

130.  [SCOTLAND]. [Edinburgh City Police. Printed 
Notification Letter Reporting A Property 
Unoccupied]. 
[Edinburgh]:  [3rd July 1886].
Single sheet, 225 x 130mm, printed form in black & 
red with manuscript insertions, folded for postage 
with ms address of Mr Martin 122 George Street 
and senders name and address Superintendent of 
Police, 19, Chester Street.
This official form states that Mr Martin’s property 
has been reported as unoccupied and that if he 
requires the Police to give it special attention then 
he should furnish them with a key and leave this 
at Torphichen st. police station. The form has a 
printed signature of W.Henderson chief Constable 
and a ms note beneath the printed text stating 
“your area gate is standing open and will not shut 
and allowing children to get into the area there”.  

[Stock ID: 1540]

131.  [SCOTLAND]. Prospectus Of The Proposed 
Corn Exchange And Public Hall At Melrose 
[with Manuscript Insertions].  
[Scotland].  [186-].
Bifolium, 25cm, 4p. (second & last page without 
printed text but with manuscript insertions ), 
folded for storage (light browning to exposed rear 
panel folds with a little soiling).
Detailing the need for increased space at the 
Melrose Corn Market and convenience of covered 
space through the construction of a suitable hall  
which would also be suitable for concerts and 
lectures and requesting public subscription for 
shares in the project. Six subscribers are listed in 
manuscript on this first page verso including Lord 
Polwarth and on the following page a blank form 
for potential subscribers to submit with their 
subscription.  

[Stock ID: 1308]

132.  [SCOTLAND]. [Parker, David]. [The 
Headstone Of Cockburn Of Henderland 
MDXXIX i.e. 1529].  
[Henderland?]:  [1846].
Folio, 28cm, 4p.. 2 hand drawn illustration (one 
hand-coloured). Contemporary green cloth (spine 
worn at head and tail; internal hinges split), gilt 
upper cover titling.
An attractive manuscript, dedicated to William Of 
Henderland, with a line drawn illustration of the 
monumental stone on the 16th century grave of 
[William or Piers] Cockburn of Henderland and his 
lady and a watercolour illustration of a knight in 
armour, illustrating this short history of Cockburn, 
decision to repair the tomb by William Murray and 
description of partial exhumation of the tomb, 
quoting from Walter Scott and Chambers Picture 
Of Scotland.
Cockburn of Henderland was executed in 1529 at 
the order of James V for various crimes of theft 
and lawlessness. The manuscript, prepared by 
David Parker, was clearly intended as a recognition 
of Murray’s restoration of the tomb in 1841. Ex-
libris bookplate of Henry Archibald Cockburn.

[Stock ID: 2002]
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145.  [TECHNOLOGY - MINIATURE 
ENGRAVING]. Sturt, John. The Effigies Of 
King George, Contains The Lord’s Prayer, The 
Creed, The X Commandments, The Prayers 
For The King And The Royal Family And The 
XXI Psalm.  
[London]: Sturt, sculp. 1717.
Single sheet, thin card, 12 x 12cm, plate mark 9.5 
x 9cm, engraved throughout, small marks from 
mounting to verso.
A delicious survival of what appears to be a proof 
copy of miniature engraver, John Sturt’s, image of 
the profile of George I of Great Britain, containing 
the entire text of the Lord’s prayer, Creed, Ten 
Commandments, twenty-first psalm and prayers 
for the King.
The image original accompanied the 1717 edition 
of The Book Of Common Prayer printed by John 
Baskett in a larger format within a decorative 
engraved surround. This work was Sturt’s magnum 
opus.  This printing of thicker paper without the 
decorative surround seems likely to be either a 
printers proof or an example of separately issued 
more popular engravings for the general market 
as was the case with another engraving - The 
Lords Prayer In The Size Of A Silver Penny which 
was issued as an independent engraving.  

[Stock ID: 2042]

146.  [TECHNOLOGY - WAX]. Storia Di 
Personaggi Ritrattati In Cera A Grandezza 
Naturale Che Si Amimirano Nella Galleria 
Statuaria Di Assoluta Proprietà Di Lorenzo 
Cavardini Di Perugia.  
Borgo Stamp[eria] Donati c.186-
Bifolium, 23.5cm, 4 p., wove paper, title page 
within elaborate decorative scrollwork border 
with engraving presumably representing 
Cavardini, with a pair of cherub-like figures above.
Promotional leaflet for a private wax museum 
in Perugia, so far not further identified. The 
11 wax notables described are a curious array, 
ranging from the Biblical Judith and Moses to two 
luminaries of the unification of Italy (Garibaldi 
and Cavour), a child heroine of Garibaldi’s taking 
of Palermo in 1860, the British Lord Raglan, as 
well as a couple of generals, two murderers, and 
a brigand (Chiavoni).  Internal evidence dates the 
item to 1860 or after. No further information found 
about this waxwork gallery; Madame Tussaud 
had established her first permanent exhibition in 
London in 1835. Edges slightly creased, previously 
folded, else clean.  A variant, printed at Livorno in 
1861, is located at Biblioteca Augusta di Perugia, 
otherwise unlocated.

[Stock ID: 537]

147.  [TECHNOLOGY; MEDICAL]. Avis Sur 
les propriétés, l’usage & la conservation 
du Sondes & bougies flexibles de gomme 
élastique, pour les rétentions d’urine, & 
les maladies de l’urêtre, approuvées par la 
Société Royale de Médecine, par l’Academie 
Royale de Chirurgie....
[Paris]: Veuve Valard, rue des Noyers,  1787.
Single sheet, 255 x 175mm, printed on recto & 
verso (upper blank margin a little toned & slightly 
curled).
An early French advertisement for rubber urethral 
bougies and sounds offered by M. Bernard a 
retired military surgeon. The benefits of the 
apparatus is discussed together with testimonials 
for M.Bernard.  

[Stock ID: 1044]

138.  [SOCIAL WELFARE; POVERTY] [Broadside 
Ballad].  
[UK]: [s.i], [Before 1850].
Single sheet, 25.5 x 19cm, printed on one side, text 
within double rule border.
This interesting example of print used specifically 
for the alleviation of poverty contains three short 
verses “A Blessing”;”Copy Of Verses By A Poor 
Tradesman”; “Stanza” and a final paragraph 
stating how the paper was sold as it was “...
the only means left us at present to support 
the tender thread of our existence, and keep us 
and our families from utter starvation, which at 
present surrounds us.” A very good copy (small 
stain to blank left lower corner).

[Stock ID: 2003]

139.  Southey, Robert. Vie D’Horace Nelson.  
Paris: Chez F.Scherff, 1820.
8vo, [2],442 p., lithograph portrait frontispiece by 
C.Motte (moisture mark to lower marginal corner). 
Original half-sheep & paper-covered boards.
First French translation of Southey’s Life of Nelson 
translated from the third English edition. A very 
good copy (faint inner marginal stain to four 
leaves; small spot to two leaves). Worldcat locates 
Brigham, Dresden, BNF & 5 Swiss copies only.  

[Stock ID: 1028]

140.  Statius, P. Papnius. P. Papinii Statii Opera. 
Ex recensione, Et Cum Notis I. Frederici 
Gronovii.  
Venetiis i.e Venice: Apud Paulum Balleonium,  
1676.
12mo, 14cm, 466 p., engraved decorative title 
page. Contemporary vellum (small crack to upper 
hinge at head), gilt spine titling within triple gilt 
rule frame with citron stain, edges stained red.
An attractive and clean copy of first century AD 
Roman poet Statius’ collected works, including his 
Thebaid, concerning the battle of Oedipus’ sons 
for the throne of Thebes and Silvae. A very good 
copy (loss of lower corner of one leaf with partial 
loss of catchword; small stain to three leaves & 
light stain to top corner to first half of sig E).  

[Stock ID: 1558]

141.  Tanck, Joachim.  Dissertatio  Inavgvralis 
Ivridica De Societate Mercatoria Vvlgo Von 
der Mascopen, oder Compagnie-handlung 
Quam Svb Praesidio Io. Rvdolphi Engavii....  
Ienae i.e. Jena: Litteris Schillianis, 1747.
4to, 20cm, [2],36p., engraved title device of vase 
of flowers with bilateral mirrored scrollworl and 
potted shrub, ornate scrollwork headpiece, initial 
letter within decorative frame held by putto. 
Disbound, small old paper tab with storage 
lettering.

This academic dissertation by Joachim Tanck and 
presided over by Johann Engau explores the 
history and operation of the German commercial 
trading confederation formalised in the 12th 
century, the Hanseatic League, in relation to 
policies and practices. Rare outside Germany.

[Stock ID: 2008]

142.  [TASSO]. Falco, Francesco. Dottrine 
Filosofiche Di Torquato Tasso.
Lucca: Tipografia Del Serchio,  1895.
8vo, 21cm, 100,[4]p., unopened, small printers title 
device to title with plaque and banner “Libertas’. 
Original grey printed wrappers, text block lightly 
toned.
A nice copy of this study of the differing strands 
of Tasso’s thought, ontological, cosmographical, 
psychological, religious & aesthetic.  

[Stock ID: 2013]

143.  [TASSO]. Girolami, Giuseppe. Riscontri 
Psichiatrici Sull’ Indole Morale Di Torquato 
Tasso. La Mania Amatoria Raffigurata Nell’ 
Orlandon Furioso. Discorsi Del Professore 
Giuesppe Girolami.  
Roma: Tipografia Mugnoz Piazza Rondanini 
N.46A,  1873.
8vo, 23cm, 47,[1]p.. Original light yellow wrappers, 
upper cover titling within decorative frame.
Only edition of this study of the character and 
mental illness of Torquato Tasso by Professore 
Giuseppe Girolami, the director of the psychiatric 
hospital at Rome. Tasso suffered from psychotic 
illness with significant influence on his personality 
with consequent difficulties in relationships. and 
led to his eventual admission to the psychiatric 
hospital of St. Anna at Ferrara. 2 copies at Rome 
located in worldcat; ICCU repeats 2 copies and 
adds 2 at Florence and one at Bassano del Grappa.

[Stock ID: 2011]

144.  [TECHNOLOGY - ITALIC LITHOGRAPHY]. 
Hardinge, W.J. [Two Instructional Italic 
Lithography Proofs].    
[1882].
I - Single sheet, 32 x 21cm, light blue paper, text 
within rule border, light soiling.
Headed plate I, includes alphabet in capitals, 
titling “Canal Bridge With Lock And Fall. Plan, 
Elevation, Section And Details” and numbers 0-9.
II- Single sheet, 35 x 20cm, light blue paper, text 
within rule border, light soiling.
Headed plate I, lithographed text of twenty 
four lines describing the need to develop as a 
draughtsman a “...neat and rapid style of printing;” 
and proceeds to explain process of letter spacing, 
letter heights, slope, angle and thickness of line 
required for success italic lithographic printing. An 
interesting survival.  

[Stock ID: 2045]
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153.  [WALES]. [Warren, John]. [Manuscript 
Document On Vellum Giving Authority To 
John Warren, Bishop of Bangor, to raise 
religious matters in Parliament]    
1798
Single vellum sheet, 250 x 150mm, black 
ecclesiastical seal and signature of the archbishop.
Document giving authority to the controversial 
Welsh Bishop John Warren to raise religious 
matters in parliament on behalf of the diocese 
and signed by the archbishop. Warren seems to 
have enjoyed a difficult relationship with those 
under his care despite being well thought of by 
the well to do. One of the chief points of friction 
seems to have been, to which this authority is 
probably related, Warren’s insistence that the 
duty of canonical obedience be extended to the 
giving up of votes by local people for the election 
of local dignitaries to serve the community.  

[Stock ID: 1489]

154.  [Wieland, Christoph Martin]. Musarion, 
oder die Philosophie der Grazien. Leipzig. 
Bey M.G.Weidmanns, Erben und Reich. 
1769 [Bound With] [Greek Title] Sokrates 
Mainomenos oder die Dialogen des Diogenes 
Von Sinope.
Leipzig Bey Beidmanns, Erben und Reich. 1770
8vo, 15.5cm, [2], 128 p. & 304 p., engraved title 
vignette of a putto burning a book titled Phanias 
in a pastoral scene and six well executed engraved 
head & tail pieces of scenes from the book. 
Contemporary half-calf & German sponged paper-
covered boards (upper corners worn), banded 
spine, gilt ruled compartments with central 
foliage spray motif and gilt floral devices at the 
four corners, tan morocco label, green silk marker.
Christoph Wieland’s verse narrative, Musarion, 
oder die Philosophie der Grazien, had been first 
issued in 1755 with little impact, but by the late 
1760s the literary landscape had changed in 
Germany and it was reissued for the first time in 
1768 and was to stay in print with a succession of 
editions for the next twenty years. Musarion is 
Wieland’s seen as his most succesful verse narrative 
and tells the story, set in a Classical background, of 
a young dreamer, Phanias, who takes to an ascetic 
life of study and contemplation after falling out 
with a friend. Enter the lovely Musarion, whose 
feminine charms convince him to reject his ascetic 
life and make peace with his friend. Goethe felt 
that the work had had a profound effect on him 
as a young man, enabling him to gain a real sense 
of classical antiquity. 

The second work, Socrates Mainomenos or the 
Dialogues of Diogenes of Sinope, is Wieland’s 
philosophical novel where he recreates the 
Greek Cynic philosopher for the contemporary 
audience. Wieland presents scenes of Diogenes 
the hero chastely pursuing virtue for the sake of 
having done a good turn and a lengthy section 
where Diogenes presents his utopia with all 
citizens equal without the inequalities of wealth, 
education, strength or aesthetics. A very nice copy. 
Small ownership inscription “J.C.Dienes 1784” to 
front free-endpaper & shelf number.  

[Stock ID: 595]

155.  Wilson, Thomas. The Second Annual Report 
Of The Society For Promoting Ecclesiastical 
Knowledge; Presented To The General 
Meeting Held At The London Coffee House 
Ludgate Hill On Tues Evening, May 4, 1831.
London: Printed For The Society By Harjette & 
Savill, 1831.
8vo, 16.5cm, 16p.. Recent paper wrappers.
The society was instituted for the publication of 
works of a non-conformist leaning. Prominent 
non-conformist Benjamin Hanbury was a 
prominent member and was a subscriber for this 
volume. The society was inaugurated in 1829 “...
to explain the true nature of Christian Institutions 
as established by Christ and his apostles and 
taught in the New Testament as opposed to the 
assumptions of the Roman Catholic priesthood 
and Protestant prelacy as advocated by the 
Christian knowledge society.” (Timpson p.657). By 
1849 it had suspended activities.  COPAC returns 
Glasgow and Manchester only.  

[Stock ID: 2028]

148.  [TECHNOLOGY; MUSIC; SCOTLAND]. Piano 
Forte And Music Rooms...J.Muir Wood & Co. 
[And] Piano Forte Tuning & Regulating.
[Glasgow]: [s.i.], [1858].
I - Bifolium, 20.5cm, 4p., folded from storage and 
creased.
Trade advertising pamphlet for Glasgow based 
musical instrument dealers, tuners & repairers, 
J. Muir Wood & Co. The firm operated from 42, 
Buchanan street and offered a wide range of 
pianos, organs, harps, harmoniums and other 
musical instruments together with music, repair 
services, hire and tuning.
II - Bifolium, 17.5cm, 4p. (last 3p blank), engraved 
firm establishment at head within garter, text 
engraved with ms insertions, folded for storage.
Advertising letter notifying local householders 
that a Muir Wood & co. piano tuner would be 
in Campbelltown for several days and interested 
parties wanting piano tuning should leave notice 
at the post office.  

[Stock ID: 2037]

149.  [TECHNOLOGY; STEAM]. Par Brevet 
d’invention. Machines Dites Roues à Vapeur, 
Inventées Et Perfectionnées Par J.C.Dietz. 
Chez M.M. Loraux, Stoltz & Cie, Fabricans 
Mécaniciens, Rue Coquenard, No.18.  
[Paris]: [Imprimerie E.Pochard, Rue Du Pot-De-Fer-
St.-Sulpice, No.14, [c.183-].
Bifolium, 25cm, 4p., large engraved illustration of 
a steam engine to first page and two further text 
illustrations of pumps, engraved letterpress table 
to last page with cancel strip with replacement 
figures to one column.
Promotional brochure advertising Dietz steam 
driving wheels & pumps sold by J.C.Dietz from the 
premises of the Parisian engineering firm,  Loraux, 
Stoltz & company.
Charles Dietz was a German-born engineer 
who was active in the development of steam 
engineering in the early 19th century. Settling 
in Brussels, in the late 1820’s he invented and 
patented a water pump and in 1830 developed a 
land train involving a steam tractor which towed a 
train of coaches from Brussels to Ghent. Attempts 
to market this in England failed due to restrictive 
legislation, so Dietz took his invention to Paris and 
opened several land train routes.
A very good copy (cancel strip toned with related 
toning to second and third page; two or three 
small spots). Not located in the online union 
catalogues.  

[Stock ID: 2022]

150.  Todeschini, Giuseppe. Interpretazione 
Letterale Di Tre Luoghi Dell’ Inferno Di 
Dante.  
Padova i.e. Padua: Co’ Tipi Di A. Bianchi, 1856.
8vo, 24cm, 32p., small engraved printers device of 
an owl on a branch. Original light pink thick paper 
wrappers (slight soiling), upper cover title within 
decorative rule frame, lower central vignette of a 
wine bottle with flowers.
Only edition of an edition of 60 copies, in which 
Todeschini explores the topography of Dante’s 
Inferno in relation to three places in the text: 
Canto IV verse 69, Canto XI verse 21 and Canto 
XVIII verse 9. Author name taken from dedication. 
Not located in the online union catalogues outside 
Italy.

[Stock ID: 2007]

151.  Trevisan, Girolamo. Unica Raccolta Completa 
Conosciuta. Catalogo Delle Incisioni Del 
Celebre Cav. Raffaello Morghen.  
Bassano: Stablimento Tipografico Sante Pozzato, 
1878.
8vo, 18.5cm, 10,[2 blank]p., monogram title 
device, text with double rule frame. original 
printed wrappers (slightly dusty), upper cover 
titling repeating title page.
This print sellers catalogue lists a collection of 
210 engravings from the collection of Raffaello 
Morghen, the “Unica Raccolta Completa 
Conosciuta” (Only complete collection known), 
and includes engravings after Canova, Kauffman, 
Da Vinci, Dal Sarto, D’Este, Pausin, Bartolini and 
many others. A very good copy. Unlocated in the 
online union catalogues.  

[Stock ID: 1096]

152.  [Villethierry, Jean Girard De). Duex Traitez: 
L’Un De La Flaterie Et Des Louanges: 
L’Autre De La Medisance.  
A Paris:  Chez Robustel, Rue Saint Jacques, au 
Palmier, 1701.
12mo, 16cm, [xxiv], 396p., engraved title device of 
a palm tree with ribbon motto “Feret Intempore” 
(speak at the right moment). Contemporary 
speckled calf, banded spine (band gilt rubbed) 
with double gilt ruled compartments with 
scrollwork corner ornaments, dots, flowers and 
central fleuron, red morocco label, edges sprinkled 
red, ms note beneath title “aux pensionnaires.”
This was one of Parisian cleric, Jean Girard De 
Villethierry’s, last books. He explores the dangers 
of idle words, explores attitudes to flattery and 
excessive praise through the works of religious 
and secular writers in the first work and gossip 
in the second. includes a six page publishers 
catalogue at the rear. A very good copy with very 
bright gilt spine decoration. Exlibris bookplate of 
armorié Maussion d’Arrany.  

[Stock ID: 2053]
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